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ABSTRACT
NUMERICAL STUDY OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL FREE CONVECTION
FROM SEMI-ENCLOSED GEOMETRY AND DISCONTINUOUS HEAT
SOURCES
by
Aklilu T. G. Giorges
Three-dimensional natural convection from three-by-three array of isoflux heat sources
mounted on one vertical wall of semi-enclosed region has been numerically investigated.
Detailed thermal information of this important engineering configuration is currently not
available. The major objective of this study was to obtain this needed thermal and
velocity information.
The semi-enclosed geometry can be viewed as a thin rectangular region with four
closed and two open sides. The open surfaces are located at the top and adjacent side.
For the fluid air, Pr 0.71, the study covered a beat flux based Rayleigh number (Ra)
range of (102  ≤ Ra ≤ 105) . Uniform and non-uniform distribution of the sources were
investigated as well as the effect of varying the depth of the sources protrusions (aspect
ratio varied from 0 to 0.5).The numerical simulation was carried out using the finite
element program FIDAP™ (Fluid Dynamics international).
The results show the strong three-dimensionality of this now. For large Ra
numbers 105 , the possibility of recirculating flow exists at the top and side surfaces. For
some non-uniform distributed arrays, instability were found to occur. For the Ra number
and parameters ranges studied, a detailed analysis and discussion of the thermal and flow
fields are presented. Nusselt number(Nu) variation, location and magnitudes of surface
temperature extremes and variations are presented.
It is shown that for the given geometry and parametric range, the overall average
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, the problem, the objective of this study and the literature survey will be 
discussed. 
1.1 Problem Description 
Thermally induced natural convection heat transfer from semi-enclosed domain has been 
numerically investigated in this study. The discrete protruding rectangular sources mounted 
on the one side of a semi-enclosed configuration is allowed to cool naturally. The effect of 
Ra number (the heat source strength) on the flow and the temperature fields of uniformly 
distributed discrete heat sources arrays, the effect of the protruding source expansions into 
the semi-enclosed regIOn and the effect of unequally distributed heat sources will be 
addressed. 
This study has been done to investigate whether heat transfer by naturally convection 
can be enhanced by designing system with open sides and the factors that augment or 
decrease the heat transfer process. In two dimensional models where systems are modeled 
as channels, the designer is left with a few options that leads to wider channel width. 
However, if one considers three-dimensional models, the designing options are increased. 
Thus, understanding of the free convection heat transfer process from semi-enclosed 
configuration is necessary to design effectively cooled systems. The objective of this study 
is to present thermal and flow fields and the resulting heat transfer process parameters of 
the semi-enclosed configuration due to the protruding sources under various conditions. 
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Due to the semi-enclosed surrounding, the incoming fluid flow path is affected. Once
the fluid enters the computational domain, the flow passage is altered by the introduction
of extended heat sources. These protruding heat sources not only effect the flow passage,
but also the temperature by introducing vertical, horizontal and inclined surfaces relative
to the gravitational field.
There are many engineering applications: electronic packaging systems, computer
circuit boards, communication equipments where the heat sources are protruding and are
allowed to cool naturally. When the protruding bodies are mounted between the parallel
surfaces, the depth of protrusion affect the flow and temperature field significantly by
blocking the flow passage and introducing the surfaces that are parallel and normal to the
flow. Thus, the study of the protruding depth is important. The strength of the sources and
their distribution also affects the heat transfer process. The flow and temperature field of
the system is affected by the strength of the sources how they are distributed relative to each
other. The sources' distributions play a major role in the temperature rise of the system.
Thus, uniformly and variably distributed sources play a major role in designing effectively
cooled systems. Detail design information for this important geometry is lacking. This study
yields needed design information.
1.2 Computational Domain
As shown in fig.1.1 the semi-enclosed computational domain can be viewed as a
rectangular box region with four bounded and two open sides. The right side of the
domain represented a vertical wall with protruding discrete rectangular heat sources. A
flat vertical wall facing the heat generating source on the left and a vertical wall at the
back are maintained at the coldest temperature of the system while the floor is assumed
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to be insulated. The fluid is constrained from flowing by three vertical walls and the
floor while it `s free to flow through the opening at the top and front side. In fact, this
configuration is frequently encountered in engineering, especially in electronic
equipments.
Figure 1.1. The schematic diagram of the proposed semi-enclosed geometry
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The left and right side walls have a vertical height (11,), length (1,) along the channel
depth and are placed at distance (W) apart. As shown in fig.1.1 the heat generating blocks
have a height (h a), length along the channel depth (1,) and thickness (W s ) and mounted on
one side of the wall within the clearance along vertical direction (has) and along the chan-
nel depth (1ss). The dimensionless parameters, Rayleigh number (Ra), Nusselt num-
ber(Nu) and Prandtl number (Pr) are obtained from the governing dimensionless equation.
This study is restricted to the range of: Ra number 10 2 - 105 , Protrusion aspect ratio (A P )
0-0.5; and for uniformly and non-uniformly distributed isoflux heat sources.
1.3 Boundary Conditions
Since the system is neither completely closed nor completely open, it is very important to
define realistic and stable boundary conditions. Two types of boundary group are used to
define the boundary conditions of the system: closed (solid) and open (interactive)
boundaries.
The computational domain boundary along the bottom floor, the vertical wall with
heat generating discrete sources, the left and back side walls constitute the solid boundaries.
The normal and tangential flow components along these solid boundaries are assumed to
be zero. Since these enclosed boundaries are simulated to be impermeable and the tangential
flow along the wall assumed to be without slip regardless of the change in parameters. The
walls with the heat sources are mounted and the floor is assumed to be insulated. The other
walls, the parallel walls facing the wall with heat sources and the back side wall are assumed
to be isothermal and maintained at the coldest temperature of the system.
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Open surfaces or interactive boundaries refers to the proposed region where the fluid
is not restricted or blocked to flow into or out of the domain by any impermeable object.
The cooling fluid is allowed to flow through and interact with the surrounding. The fact that
the temperature and the flow asymptotically approach the surrounding condition as we go
away from the source, applying weak or derivative boundary condition along the open
boundaries to closely approximate the surroundings effect on the system or vise-versa.
1.4 Research Objectives
Natural convection heat transfer within three-dimensional semi-enclosed configuration is
considered in this numerical study. The discrete protruded isoflux rectangular source array
mounted on one side of the configuration is allowed to cool naturally. The effect of Ra
number (the heat sources strength) on the flow and temperature field of uniformly July and non-
uniformly distributed heat sources, and the effect of the protruding sources extension into
the semi-enclosed region is investigated.
In two dimensional natural convection studies where the systems are modeled as
channels, to alter the flow the designer is left with only one option that leads to the wider
channel. But, due to other design limitations wider channels may not always be convenient.
When the system models are three-dimensional, the flow passage is not limited to the one
option. So, understanding the free convection heat transfer from three-dimensional model
is very important in order to design naturally cooled systems.
One of the objectives of this study is to investigate the flow and temperature fields
and the natural convection heat transfer process from three-dimensional semi-enclosed
configuration. An array of isoflux sources under various distributions and protrusion depth
have been the subject of this study.
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The following was addressed in this study:
A. The effect of Ra number on the flow and temperature fields for uniformly distributed
protruding isoflux sources
i- The effect of Ra number on velocity
ii- The effect of Ra number on the maximum temperature of the system
iii- The maximum temperature and the location of the maximum temperature
within the semi-enclosed configuration
iv. Development the heat transfer coefficient of the semi-enclosed geometry
based on the dimensionless parameter for the semi-enclosed geometry and
distribution type.
Nu=Nu(Ra, distribution type, x * , y*, z* )
in assumed form Nu = C • (Ra) B 	  (1.1)
for a fixed geometry and distribution
B. The effect of unequally distributed sources strength in the flow and temperature fields
i- the effect of unequally distribution heat sources across the column
ii- the effect of unequaled distributed heat sources across the row
iii- unequal heat source's strength distributed diagonally
C. The effect of protrusion depth on the flow and heat transfer process
1.5 Literature Survey
If a heated vertical plate is immersed in a cold fluid reservoir, the fluid closer to the heated
object expands upon being heated and rises. The fluid motion results from the density
variations of the hot and cold fluid within a gravitational force field. This fluid circulation
is called natural or free convection. Natural convection heat transfer is applied in many areas
of engineering, such as: material processing, heat removal from electronic equipments, heat
exchangers, thermal storages and cooling of nuclear power plants are some examples.
Numerous research articles have been published that address thoroughly the
fundamental aspect of natural convection heat transfer. It is not within the scope of this
study to review in detail all that has been done. However, the works directly related to this
study, such as: semi-enclosed surrounding, numerical simulation of three-dimensional
configurations, discrete, isoflux and protruding heat sources will be addressed in brief.
Buoyancy-induced natural convection is a reliable cooling system since there is no
mechanical equipment involved to drive or initiate the flow. The cooling process is self
driven. It is also an economic cooling method in addition to providing sound and vibration
free environment. These are a few of the main attractive feature of applying free convection
heat transfer in engineering. Thus free convection is a viable heat transfer mechanism
despite its low heat removal ability[?].
Since the flow path is easily altered by the surrounding body's interference, the model
configuration impacts the flow and the heat transfer mechanisms. Considering the
surrounding geometry of the system, the published literature may be grouped into three
classes: closed, open and partially closed or semi-enclosed systems. Closed systems refer
to the flow within the confined region or as referred by Osratch[3] internal flow. The internal
problems are found to be complicated due to the existence of a core region within the
enclosure. Open systems refer to the transport processes where the heated or cold object is
placed on the infinite reservoir or external flow. There are several cases in engineering and
science where we find the system is neither closed nor open. These semi-enclosed or
partially closed systems are affected by the enclosing surfaces or sides. The enclosing
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surfaces influence the flow by altering the flow path and profile. Since the flow in natural
convection is controlled by the thermal boundary conditions of the system, the efficiency
of the heat convection process is significantly affected by the surrounding configuration.
Convection heat transfer from a channel is one of widely investigated semi-enclosed
system. Parallel plates facing each other have been investigated by various researchers
analytically, numerically and experimentally since one of the first ground breaking work
reported by Elenbaas[4] for symmetric isothermal walls. Due to their practicable impor-
tance, parallel isoflux plates in different orientation have been considered by various
researchers[5,6]. Aung et al. [6] reported a numerical and experimental investigation of
the developing laminar free convection for asymmetrical heated vertical parallel plates.
Although, it was a two dimensional study, it addresses the asymmetric isothermal wall and
the developing laminar flow feature of this study. Except Aung [6] work, little works have
been reported in the literature for asymmetrical isothermal plates[7]. To the author knowl-
edge, no detail study exists for three-dimensional semi-enclosed natural convection sys-
tem.
Heat transfer is a three-dimensional process. But, the limitations imposed by available
methods, analytical, experimental and numerical, forced the implementation of two
dimensional models to approximate actual three-dimensional engineering problems. These
two dimensional models offer an alternative, and some times the only way of approximating
a three-dimensional problem to some degree of accuracy[8]. As a result, most of the works
in heat transfer are also done for flow that can be approximated by two dimensional models.
Mallinson and De Vahl Davis [8] literature survey showed that the development of several
numerical methods in late 1960's and early 1970's to solve the three-dimensional Navier-
Stokes equation has a great impact in simulating three-dimensional flow problems.
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Experimental works are three-dimensional by nature. However, three-dimensional
experimental investigation of natural convection is extremely difficult. Consequently,
experimental works are performed by using large aspect ratio and taking the measurement
at the middle to minimize three-dimensional effect. Three-dimensional analytical solutions
are also limited. Thus, the numerical methods offer an effective alternative in handling three-
dimensional free convection problems [8]. Problems that are too involved or expensive for
experimental investigations and too complicated for analytical treatment can now be
effectively handled by using numerical methods. Hence, experimental, analytical and
numerical methods will provide us a bird's eye view to one another rather than viable
substitution to study the three dimensional effects.
The published studies in the area of three-dimensional buoyancy-induced natural
convection are limited. The literature surveys done by Rao and Galpe [2], Webb and
Bergman [9] and Wroblewski and Joshi [10] illustrated that little work has been done to
explore three-dimensional nature of free convection.
In free convection process, the three-dimensional effect can be attributed to the flow
or the thermal boundary condition. Webb and Bergman[9] investigated experimental and
theoretical three-dimensional natural convection in an enclosure. They considered a
rectangular box with uniform heat flux on two vertical surfaces and the other four walls
maintained at constant temperature. Due to the thermal boundary conditions imposed upon
the enclosure, their results reveal strong three-dimensional effect.
The study reported by Sparrow et al.[11] about the enhancement techniques of natural
convection heat transfer by a staggering array of discrete vertical plates point out the heat
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transfer enhancement by modification of the flow pattern. this work shows that free
convection process can be affected significantly by the flow path and system geometry. Free
heat convection process can be enhanced by the configuration of the system[ 1 1].
Discrete protruding sources are encountered in many areas of engineering. One of the
areas where they are used is to model the circuit board. Asako and Faghri [12, 13] have
done a parametric study of turbulent and laminar three-dimensional forced convection from
the arrays of heated square blocks deployed along one side of a flat horizontal plate. The
bottom plate with square blocks and the top insulated plate that is formed a channel. Molik,
Faghri and Ozbay [14] also carried out an experimental investigation of forced convection
heat transfer in the entrance region of similar setup. Their work showed a strong influence
of three-dimensional geometry in forced convection heat transfer.
Natural convection from discrete thermal sources placed in an enclosure, channels
and vertical walls have been studied by various investigators. Recently, Ravre et al.
[15]reported the finding of his experimental result of free convection heat transfer from
discrete heat source located on a vertical plate for the range of Ra number. Using
experimental data a correlation for Nusselt number was developed based on the source's
height (Nu = 0.388 Rax 0.288). It compares well with the established correlation for the free
heat convection from vertical isothermal wall (Nu = 0.412 Rax 0.25) within 5 percentage.
The result shows using a laminar boundary layer assumption to predict the heat convection
by natural convection from discrete heat source is satisfactory for such problems.
However. for enclosed and semi-enclosed configurations and multiple discrete heat
sources. the problems become very complicated due to the size of the heat sources, the
location and orientation of the sources and enclosing boundary conditions. Chu et al. [16]
numerically investi crated and determined the influence of the size and location of the heating
II
element on the flow and thermal field for two dimensional laminar motions in an enclosure.
The confining walls assume to be isothermal, uniformly heated and insulated. His results
demonstrated that the local and average heat transfers were strongly dependent on heater
location. The experimental study by Tuner et al. [17]for the same configuration confirms
the finding of Chu et al. [16].
Three-dimensional study of discrete flush mounted multiple heat sources in an
enclosure have been addressed by Heindel et al.[17,18] and Polentini et al.[19]. A three-by-
three array of flush mounted heat source mounted on one of the vertical walls of rectangular
cavity was considered by Heindel et al. [16,17]. The result of their three-dimensional works
showed that the importance of edge effect that cannot be captured or approximated from
two dimensional models. The edge effects which affect the local flow and temperature field
is found to influence not only the local but also the overall heat transfer process of the system.
Wroblewski and Joshi [10] also have done numerical and experimental study of
protruding substrata mounted chip or package in a cubic enclosure filled with dielectric
liquid. They measured the temperature distribution at the wall using an infrared thermal mal
imaging technique and the predicted value from control volume base finite difference
numerical method. Their result showed the agreement between measured and predicted
values and three-dimensional flow in the enclosure.
Recently, a liquid immersion cooling from three-by-three protruding sources were
studied by Mukutmoni et al.[20]. The uniformly distributed protruding sources were placed
in rectangular enclosure filled with dielectric liquid. The study was performed by varying
only the width of the enclosure and it was found that the temperature of the system increase
with the decrease in width.
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Although several works have been reported and published in the area of natural and
free convection, the literature surveys done by (de val Davis[2], Ostrach[3], Heindel et
al .[I7, 18] point out that there is a lack of adequate data for many practical situations due
to the significant effect of geometry, orientation and boundary condition of the configuration







The governing partial differential equation with the appropriate assumptions and the
boundary condition of the three-dimensional semi-enclosed domain will be outlined.
2.1 Governing Partial Differential Equations
The governing partial differential equation [21] of natural convection in vector form
assuming that:
(1) the fluid is incompressible and its properties are assumed to be temperature
independent except for the density according to Boussinesq approximation
(2) the flow is assumed to be laminar and steady.
The conservation of mass equation in vector form:
(2.1)
The conservation of momentum equation in vector form:
Inertia Force Pressure Force
Per Volume per Volume 	
Viscous Force
per Volume




the conservation of energy equation in vector form assuming that:
(1) no internal heat generation
(2) negligible viscous dissipation and radiation [22]
(2.3)
Convection	 Conduction
where T, c, and K denote temperature, specific heat and thermal conductivity of the
fluid respectively
The body force (Fb ) in gravitational force field and the hydrostatic pressure using
the Boussinesq approximation[23] yield
(2.4)
where T., g and 13 denote ambient temperature, acceleration due to gravit)
and volume expansion coefficient of the fluid respectively.
Using the height of the heat source hs which is equal to the distance between the
parallel plates W as scale factor. The dimensionless coordinates of the system










And, since there is no free stream velocity as reference value, the velocity is scaled
by the body force[21]. Therefore, the reference velocity V, as
and non-dimensional pressure P* to be
where the Grashhof number (Gr) is defined as the ratio of Ra and Pr (Gr = Ra/Pr).
Then the governing equations reduce to the following dimensionless equation form:





Conservation of momentum in dimensionless vector form:
(2.10)
where g* = g/Igl the unit vector along the gravitational field and the dimension-
less temperature e is defined as
(2.11)
where T, T o , 	 ,h , and k are represent the temperature, ambient temperature,s s
the heat flux at the sources, the height of the sources and the conductivity of the
fluid respectively.
Conservation of energy in dimensionless vector form:
(2.12',
Where * indicate dimensionless the dimensionless operation
The average dimensionless temperature(Θ) is computed by integrating the dimen-
sionless temperature over the surface area of interest
(2.13 a)
where a* and A* local and total dimensionless surface area.
Using the above dimensionless parameters, the governing equations components in
dimensionless Cartesian coordinate system; x , 	 and z can be written in the
following form:
And the energy equation:
(2.15 c)
.. (2.16)
Conservation of mass equation:
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(2.14)




2.2 Configuration Boundary Conditions
Two types of boundary groups are used to define the boundary conditions of the system:




















The equations that govern the natural convection process are nonlinear. To obtain a
better understanding, one has to look into the nature of the heat transfer processes
involved. A brief discussion of the coupling of the energy and momentum equation, the
Boussinesq approximation and flow speed order of magnitude analysis.
2.3.1 Coupling of the Momentum and Energy Equations
By simplifying the body force and the pressure term in the momentum equation, one can
recognize the coupling of the energy and momentum. In the momentum equation, the
pressure p termin can be divided into hydrostatic ps and dynamic pd components.
(2.17)
Then, the body force due to gravitational force field and the pressure term yield
. (2.18)
p s can be approximated by p g and p. is the density of the fluid at the ambient
condition while Fb can be approximated by pg, thus;
(2.19)
since g is acting downward opposite to the vertical direction k , so that
(2.20)
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The hydrostatic pressure with the body force (p.- p)kg attribute the driving
mechanism of the flow. Since the density is dependent on the temperature, the above
term couples the momentum and energy equations.
2.3.2 Boussinesq Approximation
One of the important approximations used to simplify natural convection equation is
called the Boussinesq approximation. It couple the variation of density within
temperature field to simplify the driving force. Assuming that;
(1) the density p is a function of temperature only,
(2) the driving force that arise due to the hydrostatic pressure and body force
acted on the gravitational field is (p.- p)g . The density difference can
be estimated as [23].
(2.21)
2.3.3 Local and Overall Flow Speed Order of Magnitude
The analysis of a three-dimensional flow field is complicated. As a means of obtaining
quantitative information of the local primary flow path in a region, the absolute local
velocity ratio (ALVR) is defined. The ALVR is computed by dividing the x*, y* and z*
velocity components (u*, v*, and w*) by the local speed V*. ALVR is used to show the
local dominant flow direction or component. The longitudinal, axial and vertical flow






In addition, the absolute over all speed ratio (AOSR), which measures the local and
overall flow order of magnitude is computed by dividing the local flow speed IV*I over the
maximum flow speed IV*maxl that predicted by the simulated flow field for indicated
parameters. It can be used to evoke qualitative information from the three-dimensional
flow field by comparing the local flow speed relative to the flow speed of the system.
(2.23)
The ratio can be use to predict or understand if the flow speed is significant at the consid-
ered location. In addition, from AOSR and ALVR, one can get very important information
regarding the order of magnitude between inertial, viscous, pressure and buoyancy force
in the governing momentum equation.
2.4 Nusselt Number (Nu) or Dimensionless Heat Transfer Coefficient
The heat flux from the sources assumed to be constant. Thus,
(2.24)
In addition, the local heat transfer by convection
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(2.25;
where the subscript s and 0. indicate the condition at the source surface and the
surroundings respectively.
The heat flux ( q" ) being proportional to the normal temperature difference(ΔT) at the
surface and their ratio is customarily referred to as heat transfer coefficient (h)[21].
(2.26)
Whether q' and (Ts T. ) vary with location in the system, the heat flux at the surface
. (2.27)
where h ., is the characteristic length
The dimensionless heat transfer coefficient or Nusselt number is defined as the ratio
between the convection and conduction heat transfer along the surfaces.
(2.28)
where 0 dimensionless surface temperature




There are three major approaches in solving the governing partial differential equation
(eq. 2.9, eq. 2.10 and eq. 2.12): vorticity-velocity potential method, primitive variable
method and a combination of the above two methods[24]. The vorticity-velocity
potential method offers an opportunity to eliminate the pressure term from the
momentum equation for two dimensional models. However, when the problem is three-
dimensional, it is necessary to solve three parabolic and three elliptic partial differential
equations. Hence, the vorticity velocity potential method doesn't offer any advantage
over primitive variable method when solving three-dimensional problem [24]. Therefore,
primitive variable is widely used in solving three-dimensional heat transfer problems.
The governing partial differential equations for the primitive variable method is
presented in eq. 2.14, eq.15a-c and eq. 2.16. Primitive variable based FEM (Finite
Element Method) code is used to simulate the flow and temperature fields.
3.1 Numerical Procedures
The numerical computation is carried out using a finite element based code FIDAPTM
(Fluid Dynamic International) and the result was analyzed using programs written in
Matlab™ . FIDAP™  is a CFD package that uses a primitive variable form of the
governing equation: mass, momentum and energy. In recent years, this code had been
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used to analyze natural heat convection from isothermal parallel walls i.e. Naylor et al.
[25] and Floryan et al. [26] are a few of them. Thermal and flow field comparison of
their results with previously published numerical and experimental works showed good
agreement.
In order to verify this numerical code reliability, natural convection in a square
cavity similar to the bench mark numerical work published by de Vahl Davis [27] was
studied. The thermal and flow fields produced by using FIDAP package yield an
identical trend and the Nusselt number agree with less than 1% difference. Table 3.1.
demonstrate the agreement of the results with the bench mark numerical work for Ra of
10 4 and 10 6 with Pr equals 0.7. Hence, based on the published numerical works that
used FIDAP™  and the numerical work performed, the code indicates its reliability in
simulating free convection problems.
Table 3.1: The comparison of the Nusselt number obtained from this work and
benchmark numerical work[27]
3.2 Mesh Test
Due to the computational resources limitation, one of the major problem encountered in
performing numerical simulation is the dependency of the result on the mesh size. The
limitation imposed by todays computational resources, three-dimensional mesh test for
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the problem considered in this study is a time and resource consuming process.
However, this problem can be minimized by considering a quick appropriate model
exhibiting the basic qualitative features of the problem before performing a more
detailed analysis.
To make a faster and robust approximation of the appropriate mesh size, several
uniform and variable mesh sizes have been tested for two dimensional asymmetrically
heated isothermal channel. The aspect ratio of the channel (height over width) assumed
to be seven. A size of grid vary between the hot and cold wall (horizontally) and along
the buoyancy force acting direction (vertically). This has been done not only to
determine the suitable grid spacing capable of giving mesh independent results, it will
also show the effect of the grid density with the directions. It has been found that the grid
size between the parallel wall has a strong effect in simulating the heat transfer process.
This finding was expected since the temperature variation between the walls is much
larger than the temperature variation along the height. This finding was used in
determining the appropriate three dimensional mesh size without detailed investigation
of the three-dimensional mesh test.
Table 3.2. presents the result of the five grid tests where the normal and axial grids
density varies between the parallel isothermal walls. Assuming that the result obtained
by using denser grid as the reference values, the average heat transfer coeffrcient (or Nu)
varies by less than 5% and flow rate by less than 2% when the grid density decreases by
half in both direction.
Table 3.2 Mesh test result for asymmetrical heated isothermal vertical plates
of Ra equals 10 4
ft of	
Grid
nodes	 lu*I max	 11/1 max	 flow rate	 Nu	 % dif. Nu
10X40	 451	 0.0399	 1.7792	 1.0069	 3.6042	 4.86%
10X60	 671	 0.0371	 1.7805	 1.0050	 3.6220	 4.39%
10X80	 891	 0.0351	 1.7809	 1.0037	 3.6322	 4.12%
20 X40	 861	 0.0404	 1.7935	 1.0163	 3.7552	 0.88%
20X80	 1701	 0.0350	 1.7957	 1.0128	 3.7884	 -	 
Furthermore, it is assumed that a denser grids give a better result and examine the
mesh result presented on the table3.2, it is seen that the average dimensionless heat flux
(Nu) is highly dependent on the mesh density between the vertical walls than the flow
direction. The heat transfer mechanism is better captured by the grids along the wall than
along the flow. This can be due to the faster temperature gradient normal to the wall than
the flow direction. Based on the mesh result (partial presented here) and the computer
resource available, a 28X10X42 grid with 8 node points brick element is used
throughout with the mesh relative distribution of 1.0:2.5:1.5 per unit volume. The result
of this numerical study are due to the mesh minimized by using relatively denser grids
along the parallel vertical walls. All three dimensional computations were carried out on
a Sun Sparc 20 workstation with 1 GB disk space.
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The non-linear discretized equations is solved applying a finite element method.
Performing two iterations of successive substitution (S.S) before switching to a Newton
method (N.R.). Such an approach is using the slower but more robust character of the
successive substitution method to bring the solution within the radius of convergence of
the faster converging Newton methods as suggested by FIDAP.
3.3.1 Iteration
Initial conditions can be specified for velocities and temperatures in FIDAP. FIDAP has
a complete restart capability and it is one of the method used to accelerate the
convergence of the solution. In this simulation, the values obtained as the output of a low
Ra number run (previous run) is used as the initial conditions for high Ra number runs.
This method used to accelerate the convergence by bringing the solution within the
radius of convergence.
3.3.2 Convergence
The relative change in the solution from one iteration to the next (change in the solution
between iterations) and the relative magnitude of the residual force vector (how well the
current solution satisfies the system of equations being solved) is used as a convergence
criteria. Both of these measures should tend to zero as the correct solution is approached
[28]. The tolerance for both convergence criteria of 0.001 is used in this study.
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3.3.3 Upwinding
Upwinding is an extrapolation technique that accelerate convergence of the nonlinear
iterations, particularly when convergence slows down. This technique is the other
parameter used in FIDAP[28] to accelerate the convergence. The default value for the
upwinding factor for each degree of freedom is one. The following upwinding factors 1,
1,1, 0 and 1 are set for u*, v*, w*, P* and Θ respectively.
3.3.4 Pressure Approximation
Pressure approximation is the other option used to accelerate the numerical process. Two
possible approaches are available in FIDAP for the pressure approximation: the penalty
approach and the mixed approach. In the mixed approach the pressure is discretized just
like the velocity or the temperature, in addition, pressure unknowns are introduced on a
nodal basis or an element basis. These unknowns become part of the global system of
unknowns and are solved for, together with all the other unknowns. While the penality
approach, the pressure is discretized in an identical manner to that employed in the
mixed approach. but is eliminated from the global system of unknowns before solving
for the other unknowns. This significantly reduces the total number of unknowns that
must be solved for and as a result the total cost of the simulation is substantially reduced.
The pressure is then recovered in a post-solution operation once the other unknowns
have been determined. Because of its reduced cost, the penalty approach is implemented
in this study.
The discretization of the pressure is somewhat different from the discretization of
the other unknowns such as velocity and temperature in that the order of the polynomials
used to approximate the pressure is typically one order less than that used for the
velocity.
3.3.5 Average Heat Flux and Average Dimensionless Temperatures
The average heat flux and average dimensionless temperature (eq. 2.13a and 2.29) are
calculated using two dimension rectangular rule at the surface or region of interest.
Using the temperature field generated by FIDAP, the values at surface or region of
interest are searched at the node points. Then, the integration is performed.
3.3.6 Program Evaluations
Data reduction one of the major task performed in this study. It is very important that the
data generated by the numerical simulation is verified and presented in conventional way
to be useful. Several program are written to do calculations and evaluations. All written
programs are evaluated before they are implemented to calculate the value of interest.
For example, all the program used to search the values are evaluated by comparing the
searched value with the original data file. And all programs used to calculate the value of




Numerical simulation of natural convection in a semi-enclosed geometry was investigated
to determine the flow and heat transfer characteristics. This study covered Rayleigh num-




) for uniformly distributed sources, Rayleigh number range
( 10 3 5_ Ra 10 S ) for protrusion aspect ratio range (Ap) ( 0 Ap 0.5 ) and non-uni-
formly distributed three-by-three array of isoflux heat sources.
The flow three-dimensionality, the discrete protruded heat sources, the semi-
enclosed surrounding, the Rayleigh number, the heat sources distribution, geometry and
orientation of the heat sources are found to affect the flow and heat transfer process. To
relate the changes in flow and isotherm patterns that results from the altered parameter,
several numerical tests have been performed. The result of these changes on flow and ther-
mal fields with the change in Ra number, protrusion aspect ratio, source geometry type
and heat source distribution are presented. Difficult three-dimensional results are
expressed in relative forms.
Section 4.1, discusses the effects of Ra number on the flow and heat transfer process.
The range of Ra number (10 2 Ra 10 5 ) for fixed A of 0.3 and evenly distributed isof-
lux heat source has been considered. i.e. the heat sources strength of all of the sources
assumes to be equal. The flow and temperature field, flow profiles and the dimensionless
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heat transfer coefficient (Nusselt number) have been presented and discussed. A correla-
tion has been developed to predict the thermal performance of the semi-enclosed geometry
with the change in Ra number.
Section 4.2 presents the effect of the heat source distribution within the semi-
enclosed geometry. The discrete heat sources are assumed to be isoflux; however, the
introduced heat flux along the row and column are allowed to be different. The protrusion
aspect ratio (A p) is held fixed to be 0.33 while the Ra number varies from 10 3 to 105 . The
temperature and flow fields and the heat transfer process due to the rows and columns of
unequally distributed sources are presented.
Section 4.3 presents the effect of protrusion aspect ratio (A p). With the Ra number
range from 10 3 to 105 , the protrusion aspect ratio range ( 0 Ap 0.5 ) has been tested.
The flow and temperature field changes and the heat transfer process with change in A pare
presented.
4.1 Equally Distributed, Protruded, Discrete, Isoflux, Heat Sources
To investigate and discuss the effect of Rayleigh number on flow and temperature fields,
the range of Ra number (10 2 Ra 10 5 ) is considered for a fixed protrusion aspect ratio
(Ap) 0.3. The semi-enclosed surrounding and the boundary conditions are kept as
described in the chapter 3. The two extreme cases of this study (Ra number 102 and 105 )
are presented to show the effect of the low and high Ra number in the flow and heat trans-
fer process.
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4.1.1 Thermal and Flow Fields of Low Ra Number (Ra 10 2)
Figure 4.2 present the flow and temperature field of Ra = 10 2 at x*-z* plane. The location
of this plane is selected in order to reflect the three-dimensionality of the flow. To capture
the effect of the leading and trailing edge of the sources on the flow field and the flow path,
the x*-z* plane located near to the protrusion front surface is selected. This plane is
located at where the free path aspect ratio (AO near to 0.1. The free path aspect ratio (AO
is defined by dividing the distance between the plane and the front surface of the source by
the distance between the front surface of sources surface and the cold wall. It will indicate
the relative location of the x*-z* plane.
(4.1)
where W, Wb and D are defined as shown in fig. 4.1.
Figure 4.1 The free path aspect ratio
The isotherm contour plot and the temperature profile for low Ra number, Ra of 10 2
is shown in fig. 4.2. The dimensionless temperature distribution of the system on x*-z*
plane at two locations; at the plane where the front surface of the source and the indicated
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x*-z* plane coincide, Af = 0.0 and at the mid section of the free passage Af of 0.5. The
dimensionless temperature is normalized using the maximum dimensionless temperature
obtained from the simulation for the particular case. Thus the normalized dimensionless




Figure 4.2 The normalized dimensionless temperature contour and profile of Ra = 102 and
Ap 0,3. (a) isothemis contour at A f = 0.0, (b) temperature profile at A t-= 0.0
(c) isotherms contour Af = 0.5 and (d) temperature profile at A f = 0.5.
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0 = 0/0s, max
The normalized dimensionless temperature contour plot fig. 4.2 (a) and (c) and pro-
file plot fig 4.2 (b) and (d) show nearly symmetrical distribution about the center except
the source at the bottom and close to the open surface. This distribution suggest that the
flow through the open surfaces has minimum effect in the heat transfer process at the indi-
cated location for low Ra number. When the Ra number is low, the fluid flows very slowly.
So that the heat transferred by convection is very low. A significant portion of heat
released from the sources is transferred by conduction. The isotherm distribution is a clear
evidence of this process.
(4.2)
Figure 4.3 Velocity vector plots of Ra of 10 2 and A p of 0.3 at (a) at Af = 0.1 and
(b) A t = 0.5.
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Fig 4.3 illustrates the flow vector plot at the indicated x*-z* plane. At the indicated
plane the flow magnitude and direction are depicted by the density, length and direction of
the arrows. Darker and longer vectors represent higher relative speeds. The back and forth
flow of fluid at the leading and trailing edge of protruded heat sources are clearly visible.
The maximum dimensionless flow component (u*max, v*max, w* max ) is compared with
the maximum flow speed (V*max) to see the significant of the three-dimensional flow. The
comparison yields 0.97, 0.27 and 1.00 for u* max/V* max, V*max/ V*max and * max/ V* max
respectively. Clearly, these vector plots reveal that the investigated semi-enclosed geome-
try subjected to the described boundary conditions resulted in strongly three-dimensional
flow. However, the flow rate is not large enough to affect the heat transfer process.
The coupling of the governing energy and momentum equations play a major role in
shaping and developing the flow. Since the flow is initiated by temperature difference, the
fluid closer to the heat sources heats up and accelerates upward due to the density varia-
tions. As it is ascending, it entrains fluid from its immediate surrounding. Since there is
opening from the side, the fluid replacing the ascending fluid comes in through the side
opening. The horizontal flow along x* direction and axial flow along y* are the result.
Clearly, the overall flow driven and shaped by the balance between the inertial, pressure
force along x*, buoyancy and viscous force acting along z*.
The other effect observed from the numerical simulation is the inlet flow profile
along the side opening. Figure 4.4. shows the normal flow profile at the open side. The
normal flow to the inlet surface (u*), the horizontal flow component, vs. the y*-z* plane
at the side open surface is plotted. This figure illustrates that the cooling fluid is entering







floor due to non-slip boundary conditions, then increases sharply increase followed by a
gradual decrease with the height and becoming zero before it reaches the top surface.
After some height, the fluid does not flow into the channel through the open side. The pro-
file indicate that approximately 90% of the cooling fluid is coming through the lower half
of the side opening. In addition, the dimple in the profile along the height indicates that the
fluid flow has been affected by the presence of protruded discrete heat sources. The step
like (u*) profile along the height z* where the sources introduced is an evidence of the u*
component of the flow is affected by the presence of protruded heat sources. This profile
also indicates that the normal velocity profile at the inlet is slightly non-symmetric about
the width (y*). Further investigation of the flow profiles near to and at the sources
Figure 4.4 I u*/u*maxl velocity profile of Ra = 10 2 and Ap=0.3 at y*-z* plane at the
open side surface.
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show the flow is complicated and non-symmetric. At the open side surface, the plane of
profile is relatively faraway from the sources and the flow is very slow, the evidence of
asymmetrical heating effect is not significant but existent. However, the y*-z* and x*-y*
plane profiles near to and at the sources indicate the fluid flow has been affected by the
presence of protruded sources. And asymmetric flow profile about y* and x* has been
observed where the sources are located. This was expected due to the asymmetrical heat-
ing condition and agrees well with previously reported asymmetrical heating condition[6].
4.1.2 Thermal and Flow Fields of High Ra Number (Ra = 10 5 )
Dimensionless normalized temperature contour and profiles for Ra of 105 at Af of 0.0 and
Af of 0.5 are shown in fig. 4.5. The increasing profile at the location of the sources indi-
cates the energy carried from the source at the leading edge affects sources upstream. The
isotherm contour line in fig. 4.5 (a) and (c) uncover that there is a preheating effect carried
throughout. The isotherms shape or spread along the flow are a clear evidence of the heat
sources at the leading front affect the sources at the trailing edge of the semi-enclosed con-
figuration. Larger relative contour values at the trailing edge of the system is the evidence
that the temperature increases upward and the energy carried out from the leading sources
affect the sources in the trailing edge. The disconnections of the high isothermal regions in
fig. 4.5(a) and (c) and the sudden rise of the fishnet plot in fig. 4.5 (b) and (d) are due to the




Figure 4.5 The normalized temperature contour and profile of Ra = 10 5 and Ap = 0.3.
(a) isotherms contour at A f = 0.0. (b) temperature profile at A f = 0.0
(c) isotherms contour A f = 0.5 and (d) temperature profile at A= 0.5.
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In addition, in a study reported by Park et al.[29] points out that there is a mixing process
in the region between the discontinuous heat sources. The isothermal  line labeled 0.09 is
the largest iso-line shown in fig. 4.5 (c). The plot reveals that at the x*-z* plane located at
middle of the free stream (A1= 0.5), the temperature drops by over 90%. The comparison
of the temperature contours and profiles at the two locations indicate a rapid temperature
drop axially (along y*). This drop suggests that the effect of cooled isothermal wall in
shaping or influencing the heat transfer process decreases as the Ra number increases. At
high Ra number, a thinner isothermal region appears to be formed near to the wall with
heat sources. This indicates the thickness of the boundary layer like region decrease with
the increase in Ra number. Thus, the heat sources seem to be thermally separated from the
parallel isothermal wall and act as if it they were placed in an infinite reservoir. However,
the flow process has been affected significantly by the presence of the isothermal wall.
Through the coupling of the energy and momentum equations, the isothermal wall has a
significant influence in the heat transfer process.
Figure 4.6 shows the local dimensionless temperature distribution at the front sur-
face of protruded heat sources. The lowest dimensionless temperature of the front surface
of the heat sources is found at the leading edge of the source. The lower source close to the
side opening is found to have the lowest dimensionless temperature of the system. The
heat energy carried out from the previous source causes the fluid temperature to rise over
the next source. This chain of processes cause the temperature of the fluid to increase as it
ascends and at the same time the wall temperature to increase.
top
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Figure 4.6 Local dimensionless temperature profile at the front surface of the heat sources
of Ra = 10 5 and Ap  = 0.3
Fig.ure 4.7 Velocity vector plots of Ra = 10' and At, = 0.3 at (a) at A f = 0.1 and
(b) Af= 0.5.
Fig. 4.7 shows the velocity vector plots of Ra of 10 5 at two location of x*-z* plane
for this three dimensional flow. The comparison of the maximum flow components magni-
tude with the maximum speed yield 0.43, 0.37, 1 for u	 *maxand* max/ V* max, V* max/ V
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Figure. 4.8 I u*/u* max l velocity profile of Ra = 10 5 and Ap=0.3 at y*-z* plane close to the
side opening.
Furthermore, to address the flow pattern observed for the Ra of 10 2, the fluid is
entering the semi-enclosed domain from the lower side of the side opening, fig. 4.8 pre-
sents the horizontal velocity profile at the open side for cases when the Ra number is equal
to 105 . The figure presents the normal horizontal flow component (lu*/u*maxl) at the open
side surface. Since the absolute normal flow profile, the actual flow against the positive x*
direction is hidden. Starting from zero at the floor due to non-slip boundary with the sharp
increase then stayed for most of the high. This figure that fluid flows in throughout the
side opening for high Ra number. It also indicates that the parabolic flow profile along the
width has been shifted towards the wall with heat sources (y* =1). This shift is expected
due to the asymmetric location of heat sources [6) and protrusion.
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Table 4.1 The mean ( es ) and maximum s, max dimensionless temperature observed






Generally, the dimensionless temperature is found to increase as we go away the
from the leading edge (of the side opening) into the channel and upward in the semi-
enclosed configuration. To illustrate this trend quantitatively, the mean and the maximum
temperature of the heat sources are shown in table 4.1. The thermal field can be described
by a mean temperature since the temperature varies not only in value but also in the
region. For example, if we look at column 2 in table 4.1, the maximum temperature on the
top and middle heat sources are within 6% difference. However, the area over which the
maximum temperature resides is larger in the upper source than the middle. By defining
the mean source temperature weighted over the area, the thermal field can be reasonably
represented to yield valuable information about the temperature field and the heat transfer
characteristics of the system.
In addition, from design point of view, the maximum temperature is important and
critical in determining the wining the thermal performance of the system. So, table 4.1 presents the
mean and maximum temperature of the discrete heat sources. It shows the maximum tern-
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perature appear in the middle and the trailing edge where the fluid departs from the config-
uration. The lowest temperature was located at the bottom source close to the open side.
The table affirms the temperature increase as the fluid passes through the channel (i.e. as it
goes into and up). Since the fluid picks up heat from the sources at the leading edge as it
moves, the temperature gradient decreases and the fluid capacity to absorb heat from the
source at the trailing edge drop. The temperature field observed shows the pattern that is
consistent with this heat transfer process.
4.1.3 Flow Field and Flow Speed Order of Magnitude
The flow characteristic in semi-enclosed configuration can be observed from fig.4.9. The
plot presents the velocity vector plots of Ra of 104 at x*-z*, y*-z* and x*-y* planes at the
location y* equals 0.63 (A 1 = OA), x*. 2.75 and z* equals 3.5 respectively to show the
flow path. The density, length and direction of the arrows illustrate the local fluid flow
magnitude and direction. As before, darker and longer vectors represent higher relative
flow rate. The flow characteristics shown qualitatively in table 4.2. The table presents the
flow order of magnitude comparison. The local velocity at five regions that are indicated in
fig. 4.9 (a) have been considered. A point selected at each region on x*-z* plane. This
plane is located close to the front surface of the heat sources where y* equals 0.63 (A f =
0.1). To illustrate the local primary flow region, the absolute local velocity ratio (ALVR)
of each component computed. Equations 2.22 (a) to (c) are used to show the local domi-
nant flow direction. In addition, the local and overall flow order of magnitude compared
Figure 4.9 The vector plot of the flow field of Ra = 104 . (a) x*-z* plane at y* = 0.63 (A1
,--
0.1) (b) y*-z* plane at x*. 2.75 and (c) x*-y* plane at z*= 3.5
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by using eq. 2.23. The ratio that is shown as the last column of the table 4.2 reveals the
relative velocity of the overall system. From this analysis, one can get very important
information regarding the balance between inertial, viscous and buoyancy force in the
governing momentum equation.
Table 4.2 Flow speed order of magnitude of five regions. The table shows the coordinate
and velocity ratio of points located in five different regions shown in fig. 4.9 (a). It com-
pares the x*, y* and z* component of the local flow rate by taking the ratio of the velocity
component over the local flow speed. In addition, the local flow speed and the maximum
speed of the system ratio presented.
Region	 (i)	 (ii)	 (iii)	 (iv)	 (v)
X*	 5.2500	 5.2500	 2.7500	 0.2500	 1.2500
y* 	 .0.5833	 0.5833	 0.5833	 0.5833	 0.58 5833
	
1.0000	 6.0000	 3.5000z*	 1.0000	 6.6667
	u* ALVR 0.9983	 0.9978	 0.5362	 0.3012	 0.0539
	v* ALVR 0.0293	 0.0357	 0.0095	 0.3283	 0.1309
	w* ALVR 0.0511	 0.0565	 0.8441	 0.8953	 0.9899
IV*I	 0.3733	 0.1267	 0.2698	 0.0364	 0.5506
V*/V* max 	0.4779	  0.1622	 0.3454	 0.0466	 0.7048
In region (i), shown in from fig. 4.9 (a), the dominant flow direction is found to be
along x* from the vector direction and magnitude. The order of flow magnitude analysis
shown in table 4.2 also confirms that the primary predicted flow to be along x* that is into
the semi-enclosed configuration. The x* component absolute local velocity ratio (u*
ALVR) is found to be about one while the other ALVR components order of magnitude is
much smaller than one. (u*- I, v*<<1 and w*<<1). This is a clear indication that the fluid
flow dominated by the flow along the x*-axis around the region (i) and the flow is due to
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the balance between the inertia and viscous forces. The dominant flow in region (ii) is
found to be along x* too. However, the comparison between the local and the maximum
flow of the system reveal that the flow at region (i) two times greater than in region (ii).
In region (iii)(fig.4.9), the order of flow magnitude along x* and z* is found to be
comparable while in region (iv) and (v) the primary flow is found to be upward along
z*. But, the comparison of the maximum flow rate and local flow rate indicate region (iv)
is close to stagnation. Although the table illustrate some of the flow characteristics, one
can easily be mislead and ignore the effect of y* velocity component that has a compara-
ble order of flow magnitude close to the walls. For example; table 4.3 show a comparable
ALVR for a point close to the central heat source. Due to the location of the x*-z* plane,
the y*-axis effect was not represented in the table 4.2. clearly.
Table 4.3. Flow speed order of magnitude of a point. The table shows the coordinate and
velocity ratio of point. It compares the x*, y* and z* component of the local flow rate by
taking the ratio of the velocity component over the local flow speed.
point	 u* ALVR	 v* ALVR	 w* ALVR	 IV*/V*maxl
x* = 2.750 0.7307	 0.4620	 0.5026	 0.1842
y* = 0.700
z*,  2.833 	 0.2356
Figure 4.10 The vertical velocity component w* profile for Ra = 104 at different rights.
(a) z*= 5.5. (b) z*= 3.5 and (c) z*. 1.5
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Fig.4.10 shows the upward velocity component flow profile (w*) at x*-y* plane. The
plot represent three profiles at three heights. At the bottom, middle and top rows of heat
sources (z*=1.5, 3.5 and 5.5). Inspecting the profile, it can be seen that as the fluid flows
upward it's vertical velocity increases. This was expected due to the upward buoyant force
increase as the fluid picks heat from the rows of heat source and it rises up at the same
time the fluid velocity increases. These plots also show the shift from symmetric profile
at the bottom as it flow up. This flow phenomenon previously quantitative and qualita-
tively discussed using the vector plots and order of flow speed magnitude analysis. As the
fluid velocity drops along x*, the fluid velocity along z* is found to increase due to the
balance between inertia and shear forces. In addition, the maximum upward flow obtained
at the top opening along the third column is consistent with the thermal field presented in
previous sections. It is important to observe that the temperature distribution in the semi-
enclosed configuration and the flow pattern is consistent with the temperature since the
temperature field drives the convection process.
Fig. 4.11 illustrate the axial (y*) velocity component (v*) profile at two locations of
x*-z* plane. The plane near to the front surface of protruded heat sources Af = 0.17 and at
the mid section free passage Af = 0.50. The magnitude of the profile indicates a decrease
as we go away from the sources axially. Larger axial flow profiles on the plane located
near to the sources than the parallel isothermal wall can be due to the introduction of the
protrusion and the heat sources.
Iv*max l  0.2096
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Figure 4.11 The axial velocity component v* profile for Ra = 104 at two locations
(a) A f = 0.17 and (b) A. 1 = 0.5
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The other interesting change observed is the influence of the flow direction in the
v* profile. At the lower section of the configuration, the profile increases and decreases
mainly at the leading and trailing edges of the sources along x* with a little upward shift.
Along the column of sources locates at the closed end, the profile change is mainly at the
leading edge and trailing edge along the height (z*). In addition, the magnitude of the pro-
file change at the middle source is comparable to that around the source. This indicates
that the v* profile is shaped by the flow path. Larger v* component values appear to be
associated with the protruding surface that opposes the dominant flow direction. It indi-
cates the flow field and components significantly affected by the introduction of the pro-
truding heat sources. The shape of the profiles also indicates the orientation of the
protrusion relative to the flow path affect the flow fields and consequently the heat transfer
process.
4.1.4 Variation of Flow and Temperature Field with Ra Number
The temperature distribution on the x*-z* plane that is parallel to the wall where the heat
sources are used to demonstrate the three-dimensional temperature and flow field previ-
ously. It shows variation of the side spread with change in axial distance. The extent of
spread is used to show the three-dimensional flow effect on the thermal field or vice-versa.
The percentage temperature contours drop relative to the maximum temperature observed
on the model is used to illustrate the extent and region of thermal spread. The two extreme
cases presented early in fig 4.2 (a) and (c) and in fig 4.5 (a) and (c) show the temperature
contour plot of Ra number 10 2 and 105 at Af of 0.0 and Af of 0.5. It indicates that the tem-
perature decrease as we go away from the plane of the protruded discrete heat sources. For
contour labels
a = 0.1, b=0.3, c= 0.5, d=0.7,and e = 0.9
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Figure 4.12 Normalized dimensionless temperature 0 contour plots on y*-z* plane at the
mid section of the semi-enclosed configuration. (a) Ra = 10 2 , (b) Ra = 10 3 , (c) Ra = 104
and (d) Ra = 10 5
high Ra number, Ra of 105 , the contour labeled 0.09 shows the highest temperature region
at the x*-z* plane of fig. 4.5(c). This contour shows a 90% temperature decrease from the
maximum temperature observed on the discrete heat source at the mid section of the free
passage (A f = 0.5). For Ra number 102 , on fig. 4.2(e), at the same plane location, the tern-
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perature contour 0.4 indicates that the highest temperature is on the plane. This tempera-
ture contours represent the temperature drop of 60%. In addition, the side view at the mid
y*-z* plane for the range of Ra, 10 2 to 105 , considered in this study plotted in fig.4.12 (a)
to (d). From the two extreme cases plots on x*-z* plane in fig 4.2 and fig. 4.5, the thermal
spread normal to the flow direction decreases while increasing along the flow direction. In
addition, the boundary layers like regions perpendicular to the sources is found to become
thinner with the increase in Ra number.
The thermal spread indicates a three-dimensional effect on the thermal field. The
percentage temperature drop relative to the maximum temperature observed on the model
used to show the temperature spread of the system. fig.4.12 (a) to (d) show that the axial
thermal spread is strongly affected by the Ra number. If we consider the region of temper-
ature field included less than 60% drop of the maximum dimensionless temperature on a
section plane at front surface of the sources, most of region of the front surface of the
sources and the intermediate region temperature merge with each other and form a contin-
uous region (fig.4.2 (a)). However for high Ra number, Ra equals 10 5 , the region only
includes the upper part of the top sources. This drop can be explained by the character of
the flow and heat transfer process. At a low Ra numbers, such as Ra of 10 2 , the fluid flows
slowly, so that, the temperature spread is extended in all direction because of molecular
diffusion. Thus, the fluid region around the heat source heated by the conduction is signif-
icant. This is illustrated by the symmetric spread around the source. When Ra equals 10 5 ,
the fluid velocity is found to be relatively high. In addition, the heat transfer by convection
increases as the fluid flow rate increases while the heat transfer to the side by diffusion
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decreases. When Ra equals 105 , a thin thermal boundary layer is region observed. Since
the fluid reach the sources with less pre-heat from the side or front, the isotherms are
found to be closely and densely concentrated around the heat sources.
Figure 4.13. u* velocity profile at the inlet x* = 5.5, Ra = 10 2 , 103 , 104 and 105
and y* 0.584
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The local maximum temperature location is dependent on the Ra number and the
location of the source. For the source located near to the open side at the bottom row, the
maximum dimensionless temperature is near to the side opening. Generally. as the Ra
number increases, the increase in the region and value of the hot spot is found to increase.
The change in inflow profile with the change in Ra number is also the other change
observed in this study. Figure 4.13 shows the normalized plot of u*/lu*l max vs. z*/H for
the range of Ra of 102 to 10 5 . From these profiles, it can be seen that the active side inflow
area increases with the increase in Ra number. As the Ra number increase, the other
change observed is the collapse of the flow profiles at the top. In addition, from the flow
vector plot, it was observed that a small and inward flow region at the top opening. This
suggest that, the semi-enclosed configuration will develop a cold inflow region as the Ra
number increases.
The other change observed with the increases in the Ra number is the change in the
maximum temperature, the size of the isothermal 	 region and location. Table 4.4 shows the
maximum dimensionless temperature and the location for the range of Ra number 10 2 to
105 . The second column of the table indicates that the maximum dimensionless tempera-
ture decreases as Ra number increases. Actually, the maximum temperature increases with
the increasing in Ra number. This fact is hidden in the way the dimensionless parameter
Ra number and dimensionless temperature defined in eq. 2.12. The third column of the
table demonstrates, with the increase in Ra number, the location of the maximum temper-
ature is shifted from the middle column of sources to the right of third column. It also
show that the maximum temperature is shifted from the right side surface of the source to
the top surface of the source. This is due to the complicated flow path and the change in
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flow process and heat transfer process. For the range of Ra number with the applied
boundary conditions in this study, it has been found that the convection heat transfer is
considerable for higher Ra number, particularly Ra 104 and 105 .
Table 4.4 The dimensionless maximum temperature of sources( Θs, max) and its loca-
tion predicted by the numerical simulations for uniformly distributed isoflux heat sources.
Location
Ra number	 Θb, max	 column/row/surface of the source
102	 0.5531	 2nd / middle / right-side
103	 0.5119	 2nd / top / right-side
10`t 	 3rd / top / top
105	 0.3381	 3rd/ top / top
4.1.5 Nusselt Number
A limited numbers of studies of heat transfer from multiple protruded heat sources is
reported [7]. The lack of experimental data to compare with this numerical simulation
forces the discussion and comparison of some of the fundamental feature that has a sig-
nificant effect in shaping the flow and convection process. Fig. 4.14 presents the local
dimensionless heat transfer coefficient (Nu number) of Ra of 10 5 at the front surfaces of
the heat sources defined as eq. 2.28. At the leading edge where there is no previous heating
of the fluid, the thermal gradient is at its maximum. Thus, the heat transferred from the
sources near to the open side is expected to be larger. As the fluid travels up and into the
bottom
source 9source 3	 source 6
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source 1	 source 4	
source 7
Figure 4.14 Local dimensionless heat flux (Nusselt number) profile at the front surface of
the heat sources of Ra = 105 and Ap = 0.3.
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semi-enclosed configuration, the temperature of the fluid increases which is resulted in
decreasing temperature gradient and heat transfer from the upstream. This will cause the
Nusselt number to decrease along the flow. Larger dimensionless heat transfer coefficient
at the leading edge of the configuration in fig. 4.14 confirm this trend.
The comparison of average Nusselt number (Nu) between the solution of laminar
boundary layer equation for free convection from a vertical plate having uniform surface
heat flux reported by Sparrow and Gregg[30] eq 4.2 and this study has been made.
(4.2)
Even though these two works were done for two different configuration, one fully open
environment and the other in semi-enclosed environment, the comparison may yield valu-
able information. Keeping that in mind, the average Nusselt number (Nu) predicted by
Sparrow et al.[30] correlation based on the height of the protruding sources and the com-
puted average Nusselt number of the sources are compared in fig 4.15. This figure shows
the change in Nu versus Ra. The Nu predicted from this study is denoted by symbols o, +
and * and Sparrow et al.[30] is denoted by solid line.
Plot at (a) compare the three sources near to the side opening. All the sources value
under predicted by analytical solution. Plot (b) show the middle column. It indicates that
the bottom source average Nusselt number under predicted while the middle and the top
sources value closely predicted by analytical solution especially for Ra number greater
than 10 3 . Plot(c) shows the Nu vs. Ra number of the third column that is near to the close
end. Except the source at the bottom, for Ra number greater than 10 3 , the average Nusselt
number over predicted by the analytical correlation. It shows that the first column sources.
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the column of sources near to the open side, average Nusselt number under predict within
20 and 40%. The second or the middle column compared within -8 and 22% and the third
and inner column within -15 and + 15%. The plots also show that when the Ra number is
102 , the average Nusselt number for all sources under predict by the analytical correlation.
(a)
Near to side opening
(b) Middle column
(c) Near to closed side
o - bottom row
+ - middle row
* - top row
isoflux plate
[Sparrow&Gregg]
Figure 4.15 Average Nusselt number (Nu)dependence on Rayleigh number along the col-
umn.
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This difference can be due to the isothermal wall significant influences in the heat transfer
process when the Ra is 10 2 . Thus, the isothermal wall augment the heat transfer process.
Since the analytical solution is based on the absence of near by surfaces, the lower Nu
value were expected.
- near to the open side
- middle column
near to the closed side
Sparrow et al.
Ra
Figure 4.16 Column average Nusselt number dependence on Ra number.
From fig. 4.15 shows the average Nusselt number of each sources and its comparison
with analytical correlation. From the figure, it can be seen clearly that the sources close to
the open side and the bottom row of the semi-enclosed configuration show larger Nu. To
show the location of the sources effect column wise, in fig. 4.16 the average Nusselt num-
ber of the heat sources averaged by column versus Ra number and Sparrow et al.[30] cor-
relation is presented. The graph shows the average Nusselt number change with location
and Ra number. It shows the Nu change form the group of sources near to the open end of
the semi-enclosed configuration toward the closed end. It appears the group of sources
near to the closed end have lowest heat transfer. The analytical correlation is under pre-
dicted the average value for the sources near to the open side while it's over predicted the
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Nu of the sources near to the closed end at high Ra number. The plot also shows the com-
plicated difference between the analytical correlation and the computed column averaged
with increase in Ra number. The middle and the column near to the closed end Nu values
under predicted at low Ra number. With the increase in Ra number, the difference between
the analytical and computed values changes from under prediction to over prediction. This
will indicate the average Nusselt number of the sources affect by the location of the col-
umn of sources and Ra number.
Further, to show the row effect in the heat transfer process, the average Nusselt num-
ber computed based on the row and plotted in fig 4.17. It shows that average Nusselt num-
ber of the bottom, middle and top row and the analytical solution. Except the bottom row,
the middle and top row are closely predicted at high Ra number by analytical solution. It
also shows the average Nusselt number decrease along the height too. In the work reported
by Chadwick et al.[31], the thermal plume arising from the bottom heater is found to
decrease the upper heater by as much as 40%.
o - bottom row
+ - middle row
* - top row
Sparrow et al.
Figure 4.17 Row average Nusselt number dependence on Ra number.
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An attempt has been made to correlate row averaged Nusselt number based on the
(Nu t) in the following form[31]:














of this study 	
Sparrow et a
Chadwick et al.
Figure 4.18 Average Nusselt number dependence on Ra number.
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Table 4.5 show the corresponding values. This result compared with all sources and row
averaged for comparison reason. fig. 4.18 present row by row comparison of the average
Nu number. The comparison with the analytical correlation of isoflux wall and the experi-
mental and analytical work reported by Cadwick et al.[31] for two dimensional discrete
heat sources in rectangular enclosure has been shown on the graphs. The prediction of this
study indicates a larger value of Nu r than the one reported by Chadwick et al.[31] in all
location. This is not a surprise since this work is done for semi-enclosed configuration
while Chadwick et al.[31] result was for enclosed configuration. This also indicates that
systems with semi-enclosed configuration may enhance the heat cooling process. However
the comparison with the isoflux plate indicate a complicated pattern is over and under
predicting the Nu r number depending on the location of the sources.




Keeping in mind that the natural convection process is self regulated since the flow
rate is controlled by the heat sources or vice-versa. The Nusselt number is predicted for
the free convection from the vertical plate expected to be larger than the enclosed or semi-
enclosed configurations for the same Ra number range. Thus, the lower average Nu results
of discretely heated enclosure is expected. The comparison of this work with the work
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reported by Chadwick et al [31].confirm that semi-enclosed configuration indeed enhances
the heat transfer process. However, the comparison of this work with the analytical work
reported show complicated patterns. The difference can be due to the three-dimensional
effect.
The width or three-dimensional effects have been observed even for large plates Park
et al.[29]. So far there is no known correlation for the three- dimensional semi-enclosed
system. The trend and close agreement of this study with the analytical solution can be the
length scale used. The analytical study for isolated isoflux heat source uses the height of
the sources as the length scale. In this study the height of the sources considered as the
length scale. The close agreement can be using the height of the sources as length is the
proper scale factor of the system. The effect of spaces between the discontinuous sources
reported by Shen et al.[32] point out that, if the spacing between is large enough, the dis-
continuous sources may behave as independent of one another or the dependence degree
may be negligible. Thus, where the thermal influence to the surrounding walls are mini-
mal, the heat transfer coefficient is close to vertical isoflux wall. This will indicate the dis-
crete isoflux sources may behave as thermal independent to one another due to the
spacing.
The other factor that should be addressed is that the vertical wall correlation is
derived by minimizing the side edge effect on the heat transfer process. In addition, the
average dimensionless heat transfer coefficient of the sources in this study calculated by
including all sides effect. Thus, the higher Nu number computed in this study can be due
to the three dimensional effect. Further, change pattern of Nu, larger than analytical pre-
dicted value for Nu for the sources near to the open end and lower Nu near to and at the
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middle of the semi-enclosed configuration, is a clear indication that the sources near to the
open side of the semi-enclosed configuration behave like they are placed in an infinite
environment.
Chadwick et al. [311 reported the result of an experimental and numerical study
where two heated sources placed in one side of the vertical wall of rectangular enclosure.
With the opposing wall was cooled and the cavity filled with air, he reported that the
heater located to the bottom of enclosure found to have the highest Nu close to the free
convection of vertical plate. Fig 4.18. (c) show the plot of the three study convergence.
The protruded source introduces surfaces that are parallel, adjacent and counter to
the flow that result the flow direction to change and the flow to become stagnant or very
slow at some regions. This results in heating or hot spots on the surface subjected to this
flow condition. The effect of a side surface and edge on the front, top or bottom surfaces is
difficult to isolate. However, the over all heat transfer coefficient in this study is calculated
by averaging over the whole source surface. Thus, the result cannot be expected to match
exactly the analytical solution. However, the decreasing and increasing trends as we go in
and up through the semi-enclosed configuration appear to be as expected. Larger than the
analytical predicted values for the average Nusselt number at this study for the sources
near to the open source can be explained by three-dimensional effect.








enclosure c4 the same aspect ratio[22]
Ra
Figure 4.19 Average Nusselt number comparison of the analytical correlation for isoflux
pates and enclosure of the same aspect ratio.
This correlation compared with the analytical work reported for isoflux plate by Sparrow
and Gregg[30] and Churchill and Chu[33] (eq. 4.4) and isoflux enclosure Kimura and
Bejan [34] to see the limitation. It appears that, the Nusselt number predicted by the corre-
lation suggested in this study is larger than the enclosure with the same height width
aspect ratio. It is also found comparable with the analytical correlation suggested for isof-
lux wall. Fig. 4.19 presents the side by side comparison of these studies.
(4.6)
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The difference between the calculated result of this numerical study and the analyti-
cal correlation may due to the three dimensional effect. The comparison of the Nu under
predicted by the analytical correlation. Ideally, under natural convection cooling, the plate
placed in infinite reservoir will have the highest heat transfer coefficient. However, the
correlation and the analytical solution are derived for the situation that the edge effects are
small enough to be neglected, the heat transfer coefficient of small surfaces where the side
effect is significant can be under predicted. This can be the case for the sources near to the
open end. At the middle and near to the close end, the situation change with the change in
temperature and flow. The three-dimensional effect is not large enough to cause a compa-
rable heat transfer coefficient with the plate placed as infinite reservoir. As expected, due
to the surrounding effects the heat transfer coefficient for the sources at the middle and
near to the closed end is computed in this numerical study is found to be lower than ana-
lytical predicted values. However, the values are larger than the one predicted for enclo-
sures. Thus, the configuration plays a major role in the heat transfer. This study also show
that the heat transfer process will be augmented by designing system with openings where
there are applicable. And the following are observed from this numerical simulation:
1. The flow and the temperature field indicate the flow is highly three-dimensional. In
addition, it appear the heat transfer process is affected by the three-dimensional flow.
2. Since the fluid flows upward due to the buoyancy created by the protruding discrete
sources, the entrained fluid eventually comes mainly through the side opening due to
the balance between buoyancy and friction forces. The side inflow area is found to
increase with the increase in Ra number.
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3. The flow field indicates when the Ra number increases, the cold inflow appears to exist
at the top.
4. The temperature and flow fields at source location appear to indicate the maximum
temperature is found to be where the flow is circulating or stagnant. The dominate flow
direction plays a major role in forming the circulation. Upstream where the fluid flow
is dominantly in one direction, the surfaces turn away from the flow may create a
favorable condition for flow circulation as a result the top surfaces of the source found
at the highest temperature of the source. Thus, the distortions of flow symmetry show
the three-dimensional effect to be significant.
5. At low Ra number the three-dimensional effect is appeared to be significant.
6. The large average Nusselt number of the system which predicts the heat transfer pro-
cess show the heat convection process can be augmented by the semi-enclosed confu-
tation.
7. The study also confirms that the lower sources are the coldest sources of the system as
compared to the top row and middle row sources.
8. The flow, temperature and Nusselt number indicate that the open side has significant
effects in cooling the system.
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4.2 The Effect of Relative Source Distribution
The heat convection process is dependent upon the surface geometry and thermal condi-
tions. It is very important under what condition the heat source can be treated as constant
or variable. Under fully developed temperature profile conditions with constant heat flux,
the surface temperature of a vertical plate change linearly along the height [22,35].
This section will show that when the individual sources have different strengths and
each source has constant heat flux and placed in semi-enclosed geometry, the effect of the
sources produce a complicated flow and temperature field. This study will investigate the
temperature and flow fields due to unequally distributed isoflux sources to point out the
following needed informations:
1-The heat source distribution effect on the maximum temperature value and loca-
tion of the system.
2- Whether if there is a manner of a heat sources distribution that yields a constant
or nearly constant surface temperature and
3- To study the change in flow and temperature fields with change in sources distri-
butions.
Section 4.2 presents the effect of the heat source distribution within the semi-
enclosed geometry. It is one of the frequently encountered engineering problems where
the individual heat sources are neither continuous nor constant throughout the system. The
isoflux, discrete heat sources distribution along the rows, columns and diagonal are
allowed to be of different strength. The protrusion aspect ratio (A n) is held constant at
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0.33 while the Ra number varies from 10 3 to 105 . The temperature and flow fields change
with the change in Ra number and due to the non-uniformly distributed sources is pre-
sented. The source distribution is expressed relative to the largest heat flux of the system
q"/ 	 and denoted by Dq .
(4.7)
Depending on the heat flux distribution of the sources, D q was varied and the sources rel-
ative distribution in column, row and horizontal direction expressed using Dq , c , Do. and
Doi respectively.
Figure 4.20 Heat sources arrangement and numbering
Table 4.6 Source grouped by column, row and diagonally
Column	 Sources	 Row	
I
 Sources	 Diagonal I Sources
number	 number	 number	 number	 direction	 number
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To address the heat sources distribution effect, various flux distribution were consid-
ered within the semi-enclosed configuration. Four major distributions have been
addressed:
1 - Single row and column of equal strength heat sources
2- Sources distribution variation along the columns. i.e. the isoflux sources distrib-
uted unequally depending on the column location only.
3 - Sources distribution variation along the rows. i.e. the isoflux sources distributed
unequal depending on the row location only
4- Diagonally varied sources distributed i.e. the isoflux sources distributed
unequally depending on the column and row location
Section 4.2.1, the first case, address the effect of single column and row of sources.
The second case, section 4.2.2, presents the effect of relative heat source distribution var-
ied by column location effect on the flow and temperature fields. The third case, section
4.2.3, presents the effect of non-uniform heat sources distributed by row location on the
convection process. And the fourth and last section, section 4.2.4, present diagonal source
distribution effects. Table 4.6 shows the heat sources number grouped by column number,
row number and diagonally grouped. The first two columns of the table show the column
number and the sources under the same group. The third and fourth columns of the table
show the sources grouped by row number and the last two columns show the sources
under the diagonal groups.
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4.2.1 The Effect of Single Column and Row of Heat Sources
In addition to the strength of the source, i.e. Ra number, the isoflux sources distribution
affects the flow and heat transfer process. From simulation of uniformly distributed isoflux
heat sources, it has been found that the sources at the leading edge of the semi-enclosed
configuration affect the heat transfer process on the sources upstream or vice-versa. The
effect of the sources at the leading edge of the semi-enclosed configuration on the sources
at the trailing edge of the system is not direct or easily isolated. To address the effect of the
leading sources on trailing sources or vice-verse effect, the semi-enclosed configuration
for a fixed protrusion aspect ratio of 0.343 (A p = 0.33) and range of Ra number 10 3 to 105
with constant, discontinuous, protruded and uniformly distributed middle column and
row of the sources has been simulated. Since the single column or row of protrusions are
considered as sources, the fluid reaches the sources at ambient condition or there in no
pre-heating of the fluid before it reaches the sources. However, the protruded bodies after
and before the sources play a role in shaping the flow field.
4.2.1.1 Simulation of Single Column of Heat Sources: To see the significance of the
interaction between the column of sources, the semi-enclosed configuration with previ-
ously discussed boundary conditions except protrusions at the first and third column are
thermally inactive in this case. The flux assumed to be negligible on the non-active protru-
sions while a uniformly distributed isoflux sources applied at the middle (second) column
of sources. With the above boundary condition, the range of Ra number 10 3 to 105 , fixed
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Ap of 0.33 and Dq,c of 0.00, 1,00, -0,00 numerically simulated. Note: Dq,c that expresses




Figure 4.21 Temperature contour and velocity vector plots of Ra 105 , Ap = 0.33 and
Dq c = 0,00 , 1,00 , 0,00 (The case where the middle column only as a heat sources) (a) iso-
therms at A f = 0,0 (b) vector plot of flow field, at Af = 0. 1
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Fig. 4,21 show the temperature contour and velocity vector plots of Ra equals 10 5 ,
A of 0.33 and Dq,c = 0,00, 1,00, 0,00 (The case where the middle column only as a heat
sources). The temperature contour plot indicates the normalized dimensionless tempera-
ture distribution on the vertical x*-z* plane located at the front surface (A f = 0,0) of the
sources, As expected, for the range of Ra number simulated in this study, Ra 10 3 to 105 , it
appears that thermal spread decreases horizontally as it increases vertically with increases
in Ra, This thermal spread variation with change in Ra number is also observed previously
for uniformly distributed sources, The isotherms contour plotted at the indicated plane for
Ra of 105 illustrate the high isothermal region of the system is near to columns of sources
with a slight shift toward the right at top, The high isothermal region concentrated near to
the sources, the expansion or extension of the high isothermal region to significantly affect
the thermal condition of the nearby surrounding is referred to as the direct thermal effect,
This direct thermal field effect of the middle column on the first and third column is negli-
gible at the indicated plane and surrounding conditions, If we consider the region within
90% temperature drop from the maximum temperature of the system to be under direct
thermal effect, the extension of isothermal contour 0,1 at fig. 4.21(a) fail to include the
first and third inactive protrusion region, Thus, the direct thermal effect of the middle col-
umn of sources on the first and third sources at high Ra number appear to be negligible.
Further inspection of the vector plot in fig, 4,21(b) at the x*-z* plane located Af of
0,1. near to the front surfaces of the sources, indicates that the flow is three-dimensional.
As expected, it also indicates that the flow magnitude is relatively higher along the column
with the sources, Darker and longer arrows at the middle column are the indication of high
flow magnitude, At the indicated plane for Ra of 10 5 , the horizontal flow component
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showed that fluid flows very slowly as compare to vertical flow at the top opening and the
axial flow along the sources, The comparison of the maximum dimensionless flow compo-
nents yield the maximum u*, v* and w* ratio of 1:2:5 respectively, i,e, the maximum
value of v* and w* are two and five times as the maximum u* magnitude, However, the
flow magnitude along the first and third column of protrusion appear to be comparable.
This indicates the flow is three-dimensional and as the fluid heats up and rises, the
entrained fluid comes for the location near to the thermally inactive protrusions surround-
ings, Thus, the sources in the middle affect the flow and indirectly the temperature fields
and the cooling and heating of the trailing and leading protrusion regions. Since the
sources are far from the open side and the area of the side opening is relatively larger than
the effective outflow area. The flow vector plot also indicates at a high Ra number, Ra of
105 , the development of an inflow at the top is observed, This flow process causes the
effective outflow area to decrease while the inflow area to increase. Thus, the entrained
fluid comes through the side opening flow with low speed and one-to-five ratio obtained
for the maximum value for u* and w* can be due to this fact.
4.2.1.2 Simulation of Single Row of Heat Sources: In this simulation, the middle row
of discrete protrusion only allow to be the heat sources while the bottom and top rows of
protrusions are assumed to be thermal inactive. Using D q,r define in eq. 4,7, the sources
distribution across the column can be expressed as, Du. = 0.00, 1,00 and 0.00. Keeping the
semi-enclosed configuration (with previously discussed boundary conditions) unchanged




while uniformly distributed isoflux is applied on the discrete sources at the middle (second
row). Under the above thermal boundary conditions and fixed A p of 0,33, the range of Ra
number, 10 3 to 105 , is attempted to be simulated.
Row of
sources-
Figure 4.22 Temperature contour and velocity vector plots of Ra = 103 , A t, = 0,33 and
Dq s = 0.00 , 1,00 , 0,00 (The case where the middle column only as a heat sources)
(a) isotherms at A f = 0.0 (b) vector plot of flow field, at A f = 0,1
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Fig. 4,22 presents the normalized temperature contour and flow vector plot due to
the middle row of heat source on x*-z* for Ra of 10 3 and fixed A of 0.33. The tempera-
ture contour plot in (a) illustrate that the thermal field due to the middle row of sources at
the x*-z* plane located at the front surface of protrude sources (Af = 0.0), The contour
indicates nearly symmetric distribution about the center of x* at the indicated plane loca-
tion, The shape and spread of the isotherms appear to indicate the middle row of sources at
the indicated plane location has a direct effect on the sources at the upper row, Since the
flow path is shaped by the source at the middle, the bottom protrusion region is indirectly
affected middle row of sources.
Fig. 4,22(b) present the flow vector plot near to the front surface of the protrusion, A f
of 0,1. It indicates that the flow is highly three-dimensional, i,e. the flow magnitude is
comparable throughout the semi-enclosed configuration, Unlike the previous section
where the flow component magnitudes are highly affected in small section of the semi-
enclosed configuration near to the column of sources, At the indicated plane, the flow vec-
tor plot indicates the comparable flow component magnitude for the larger region of the
semi-enclosed configuration, The order of magnitude of the maximum flow components
indicate the maximum u*, v* and w* ratio of 2:1:3 respectively. i.e, the maximum axial
flow component (v*) is approximately half of the maximum dimensionless horizontal flow
component (u*) while the maximum vertical flow component (w*) is approximately one
and one half times the horizontal flow, The flow magnitude and the flow field vector plot
showed that the flow is highly three-dimensional,
Figure 4.23 Flow vector plots of Ra = 10 4 , A p = 0.33 and Dq.r = 0.00, 1.00 and 0.00 along
the row relative to the middle row at At = 0. 1
Further simulation of higher Ra number, it was found that the numerical process
fails to converge. Even though one cannot make a conclusion based on the diverging simu-
lation, the reason may be implied by closely inspecting the flow and temperature fields.
The flow vector plot in fig. 4.22 (b) showed that there is an indication that the cold inflow
development at the top opening near to the close end and the outflow at the uppermost part
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of the side opening. These two regions may instigate the flow instability and the flow is no
longer laminar. Since the test fails to converge when the Ra number increase from 10 3 to
104 , the numerical simulation of Ra equals 10 4 was stopped after 3 iterations and the rea-
son for instability of the simulation investigated by inspecting how solution progressed
with the iteration, Fig, 4,23 shows the flow vector plot of assumed Ra of 10 4 after three
iterations to point out or predict the reason of physical or numerical instability, It shows
the development or growth of vortex in two regions; the upper region near to the side
opening and at the top surface near to the closed end, Previously the case of Ra of 10 3 , the
flow at these two regions appear to be affected locally, The divergence of the numerical
solution may be attributed due to the development and growth of this flow disturbances.
As the numerical iteration progresses, possibly this circulation introduces the disturbance
that propagate deep into he system and make the system to become numerically unstable
and diverge. Or, the flow become chaotic due to the sources and the surrounding configu-
ration,
4.2.1.3 The Effect of Single Row and Column of Heat Sources: From simulated flow
and temperature field for single column of sources, the following are observed:
1. The temperature field indicates there is negligible direct effect from the middle
column sources in heating or cooling of the protrusion at the first and third col-
umn at high Ra number. Since the fluid flows upward due to the buoyancy
force created by the middle column of sources, the entrained fluid comes from
all direction, This process is caused the fluid flow in whole semi-enclosed con-
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figuration including the flow of fluid near to the first and third column of the
protrusion region. Thus, the middle sources effect in cooling and heating the
near by protrusion is indirect due to the energy and momentum coupling.
2.The side spread is found to decrease with the increase in Ra number.
3. The maximum component of the flow magnitude analysis also shows that the
relative axial (v*) and vertical (w*) flow magnitude increases with increase in
Ra number while the horizontal flow magnitude decreases. For example, when
the Ra number is 10 3, the order of magnitude of the axial flow component
found smaller than horizontal component (u*) approximately by 37%. but,
when the Ra number is 10 4 , the axial component found to be approximately
comparable with horizontal component. And when the Ra number of 10 5 , the
axial component (v*) approximately found to be one and half times u*. This
trend show the fluid flow from dominantly horizontal and vertical direction,
the axial flow also become important, This also shows the axial component
effect becomes significant with the increase in Ra even for single column of
sources.
Based on the simulation for the single row of sources, the following about the flow
and temperature fields stability have been observed:
1.The temperature field due to the middle row of sources is found to have a
direct effect on the upper regions while the lower regions are affected indi-
rectly by the flow induced by the middle row of sources.
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2. The flow is three dimensional throughout. The horizontal, axial flow order of
magnitude are within one and one and half times.The entrained fluid eventu-
ally come in through the side opening to cool the source near to the closed
end. This process causes the flow to be through out the semi-enclosed config-
uration.
3.As the fluid heats up and rises, the thermally inactive protrusions on the
upper row introduce a disturbance by blocking the passage or opposing the
rising fluid. The upper row of protrusions which are not the heat sources that
accelerate the flow upward by contributing toward the buoyancy force.
Instead, the protrusion create a surface for the fluid to impinge and deflect in
all directions. Near to the open side, it includes also the direction outward of
side opening. The vector plot in fig.4.22 (b) indicate the outflow region on
the upper half of the side opening. Possibly, this out flow is due to this pro-
cess.
In conclusion, the flow path shaped by the single row and column of sources have an
effect in whole semi-enclosed configuration. In other words. the sources heat energy con-
tributed toward the buoyancy force that forces the flow over the semi-enclosed configura-
tion. Although the single column thernral field does not spread enough to include the
immediate column region of the protrusion and the single row of sources isothermal
region does not extend downward to include the region of lower protrusion, the flow field
or path that is a direct consequence of the sources indirectly affect the heat transfer pro-
cess of the whole configuration. Thus, the semi- enclosed region is affected indirectly by
the middle column and row of sources due to the coupling of the energy and momentum. It
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appears the instability of the system - is affected by the row of sources distribution that col-
umn sources distribution, Since the temperature contour of the single row and column
sources do not show a simple temperature increase with the high as well as width.The heat
energy carried out from the leading sources appear to cause the trailing sources to heat up,
Also, this effect was found complicated by the geometry, distribution and surrounding,
4.2.2 Relative Heat Sources Variation of Columns
To see the change in temperature and flow fields due to sources distributed across columns
for the range of Ra number, the column of isoflux sources strength varied across the col-
umn in decreasing manner from the open end to the closed end (Dq,c = 1,00, 0.75 and
0.50), (Dq,c indicate the relative source distribution of columns as defined in eq. 4,7). D q,c
indicate the strongest sources located near to the open end and the middle and third col-
umn sources decreased by 25 and 50% respectively. Under the above distribution and pre-
viously discussed boundary condition, the range of Ra number 10 3 -105 for a fixed Ap of
0,33 is numerically simulated,
To reasonably illustrate the flow and temperature field under the decreasing D q , c ,
from the range of Ra number tested, the simulated flow and temperature fields of Ra of 10 4
at vertical x*-z* plane is presented in fig, 4,24 This figure presents the normalized iso-
therm contour and flow vector plots for column of sources distributed in decreasing order
inward into the semi-enclosed domain (Dq,c = 1.00, 0. 75 and 0,50). The figure indicates
that the thermal and flow field are three-dimensional. The normalized dimensionless tem-
perature contour plot at x*-z* plane located at the front surface of the protruded heat
sources (Af= 0.0,)shown in fig. 4,24 (a),The isotherm in contour label indicates the temper-
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ature distribution relative to the maximum temperature of the system, Close inspection of
the isotherm region and shape in fig, 4,24 (a) reveal that the high temperature contour
region increase vertically for all column of sources as expected. The increase in high iso-
thermal regions and higher temperature is due to the heat energy carried from the leading
sources, However, the high temperature region also decrease horizontally as we are going
(a)
(b)
Figure 4.24 Temperature contour and velocity vector plots of Ra of 104 , Ap of 0,33 and
Dq, c of 1.00, 0,75, 0.50 (a) isotherms at A f equal to 0,0 and (b) vector plot of flow
field at Af of 0.1
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into the semi-enclosed system, For example, if we consider the region within 30% dimen-
sionless temperature drop (region of contour labeled 0,7) relative to the maximum temper-
ature and investigate the change in isothermal region size with location, at the vertical x--
z* plane located at front surface of sources (Af  = 0,0) for Ra of 104 , a small region on the
top row of the first column only found under this thermal condition. (Note: the maximum
temperature of the system under the above condition appear to be at the right side of the
upper source in the first column.) The maximum dimensionless temperature at the indi-
cated plane location is found to be located on the top row of the first column, This is con-
sistent since the sources of the first column are under the highest flux of the system and the
rise in temperature of the fluid causes the temperature gradient to decrease as it flows up
along the same column that under the same sources distribution, The temperature increase
upward, Although the strength of source at the second column is less than the source at the
leading column by 25%, the maximum dimensionless temperature found at the top row of
second column appear to be with 15%. This indicates that the heat energy carried from the
first column of sources affects the heat transfer process at the trailing sources among col-
umns, It also indicate the sources distribution and the temperature rise is not linearly
related. The thermal distribution at the indicated plane also showed the complicated tem-
perature increase pattern. The effect can be seen not only vertically but also horizontally,
The horizontal change in temperature indicates the horizontal temperature characteristics
and the degree of temperature increase appear to be influenced by flow path.
Based on the shape of the isotherm contour region and the flow path indicated in the
vector plot, the first column plays a major role in increasing the temperature of the sources
in the upper second column, The isotherm contour predicts a direct effect of the tempera-
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ture field of the first column of sources on the trailing columns, The entrained fluid enters
through the side opening into the semi-enclosed system, As the fluid flow across the
sources, it absorbs heat and the fluid temperature rises, When the fluid reaches the next
sources, the fluid temperature is no longer at the coldest state, Due to the thermal gradient
decrease, the heat energy from the trailing source can not be easily absorbed by the fluid
since the fluid ability to pick heat decreases as gradient decreases, This process causes the
trailing column of sources to heat up. This can be seen from the increase in region of high
isotherms, Since there is a region of isotherm that includes the first and second column of
sources, the temperature field has a direct effect within the column of sources for the indi-
cated case. For Ra of 10 5 , the merging of the thermal spread of the column appears to
decrease,
For the range of Ra number tested, 10 3 to 105 , the flow and temperature field appear
to be stable, This shows the flow stability less likely affected by the source distribution
along the column. However, the sources variation along the column may play a role in get-
ting a constant or nearly constant operating condition for the system
4.2.3 Relative Heat Sources Variation of Rows
In this case, the sources relative distribution varies along the row in increasing and
decreasing order, the increasing order refer to the sources distribution starting form the
bottom row in increasing fashion upward (Dq,r = 0,50, 0. 75 and 1,00) while decreasing
order distribution refer to the row of sources distribution decrease upward (D c w. = 1.00, 0,
75 and 0.50), Under the above distribution, the range of Ra number,10 3 to 105 , and fixed
An of 0.33 numerically simulated.
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4.2.3.1 The Effect of Upward Decreasing Sources Distribution: Fig. 4.25 present the
isotherm, temperature profile and the flow vector resulted from the numerical simulation
of Ra equals 10 3 , fixed A p of 0.33 and decreasing order of heat sources distribution rela-
tive to the bottom sources (D q,r= 1.00, . 75 and 0.50). The normalized temperature con-
tour and temperature profile for x*-z* plane located at the front surface of the source
shown in fig. 4.25 (a) and (c). The temperature contour and profile indicate that the tem-
perature at the indicated plane decreases upward while it shows an increase in horizontally
direction. The contour labeled by 0.8 at the second and third columns of the bottom
sources is a clear indication of the temperature increase in horizontal direction where the
sources' strength is the same (horizontal isothermal region increase). But, at the middle
column where the source flux decreased upward by 25 and 50%, the isotherm contours
0.8, 0,6 and 0.5 indicate the largest temperature of the region. The temperature profile also
shows the decreasing trend.
When the Ra number of 104 tested for the same sources distribution, the numerical
simulation failed to converge. This divergence of the numerical solution may be attributed
by the weak protruded sources, In previous sections where only one row of sources simu-
late, it was proposed that the flow becomes unstable due to the impinging fluid deflections
in all direction in the upper part of the configuration. In this case, the protruded sources on
the upper part of the semi-enclosed configuration are weaker than the lower sources, Due
to the lower sources the fluid heats up and ascends. As it reaches the upper sources the
fluid is impinged and deflected. If the difference in buoyancy force and friction force cre-
ated by the upper source is not strong enough to trap the deflection fluid and ascend
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(c)
Figure 4.25 Temperature contour and velocity vector plots of Ra = 10 3 , Ap = 0.33 and
Dq.r = 1 00 , 0. 75 and 0,50 along the row relative to the bottom row (a) isotherms contour
at Af = 0.0 (b) vector plot of flow field at A f = 0.1 and (c) temperature profile at Af = 0.0
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upward, the fluid flows in all direction and the flow become physically or numerically
unstable. It appear weak upper and strong lower heat source cause flow instability and the
numerical process to diverge. In addition, it has been found that the cold inflow develop-
ment with increase in Ra number, Possibly this cold inflow introduces the disturbance that
propagate deep into the system and the system to become numerically unstable and
diverge or both. When the heat sources distributed uniformly and in increasing order (Dq,r
= 0.50, 0. 75 and 1.00 (to be discussed next)) along the row relative to the top sources, the
solution converge for all range of Ra number tested. This support the flow become unsta-
ble due to the sources upward decreasing distribution.
4.2.3.2 The Effect of Upward Increasing Sources Distribution; In this case, the
sources relative distribution varies along the row in increasing order. (Dq,r = 0.50, 0. 75
and 1.00). Under this distribution, the range of Ra number from 10 3 to 105 was numeri-
cally simulated, Fig. 4.26 presents the simulated temperature contours for the two cases.
Fig. 4.26 (a) and (b) show the temperature contour and profile of Ra 10 3 respectively while
(c) and (d) show Ra of 105 . When the Ra number increases, the spacing, between the iso-
therms appears to get smaller and the horizontal spread becomes smaller while the thermal
spread elongates along the flow. It is a similar pattern observed for uniformly distributed
sources. This can be seen clearly from normalized dimensionless iostherms contour plots
and the temperature profiles in fig. 4.26 (a) to (d). The visual comparison of the tempera-
ture contour plots show that when the Ra number increases, the isotherms along the col-
umns become separated from one another and from a column of thermal region at the





Figure 4.26 The isotherms contour plot for Dq,r = 1.00, 0.75 and 0.5 relative to the top row
and fixed AP of 0,33  at Af 7-- 0.0, (a) isotherm contour plot of Ra 10 3 (b) temperature
profile of Ra = 103 (c) isotherm contour plot of Ra = 105 and(d) temperature profrle
of Ra = 105
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with the increase in Ra number. Also, the bottom row of source temperature field becomes
separated with the increase in Ra number. This shows that, the direct temperature field
effect also decreased when the Ra number increase. This appear to indicate, the tempera-
ture field interaction (direct effect) will drop with the increases in Ra number. However,
the secondary effect, the effect caused by the fluid path and flow field altered by the
increases in Ra number may not decrease, The increases in higher temperature isotherm
region can be due to the build of energy absorbed by the fluid from the trailing sources,
Figure 4.27 Flow vector plot of Ra = 105 , A p = 0.33 and Dq,r = 1,00, 0.75 and 0,5 relative
to the top row
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The flow vector plot illustrated in fig.4.27 for Ra of 105 on x*-z* plane located at Af
of 0.1. The flow field at the indicated plane shows the flow is three-dimensional. The com-
parison of the flow path and the temperature increase is consistent along the flow. Since
the simulation for high Ra number also converge, the flow stability appears to depend on
how the sources are distributed. Previously, for the case of uniformly distributed heat
source the solution converged for high Ra numbers, In this case also the solution found to
converge for the increasing source distribution at comparable Ra number, However for the
case where the upper protrusions are not heat sources and the row of sources distributed in
decreasing fashion, the simulation failed to converge. The increasing, decreasing and uni-
formly distributed sources show the simulations where the temperature increases along the
dominant flow direction converge. The degree of temperature increases and decrease due
to the upper sources play a major role instability of the flow and temperature fields and the
numerical solution. The fluid flows dominantly inward horizontally and upward, For the
case where these pattern are altered, the flow become unstable,
Variation of the strength of sources across the row and the single row of sources dis-
tribution appears to indicate that the sources temperature increase along the flow direction
plays a major role in the system instability. The simulations indicate that the system
appear to become chaotic when the temperature does not increase along the flow. This
study shows, the temperature decreasing condition along the flow creates favorable condi-
tions for the flow to become chaotic,
32
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4.2.4 Diagonal Heat Sources Variation
In this case, the constant isoflux heat sources varied diagonally as indicated in fig, 4,28
With the sources distribution arranged in decreasing manner, D q,h = 1.00, 0. 75 and 0,50,
relative to source 1 and previously discussed boundary condition, the range of Ra number




Figure 4.28 Sources distribution along the flow
The heat source distribution along the flow has been varied in order to see the possi-
bility of getting the constant or nearly constant temperature through the system by arrang-
ing the isoflux sourced diagonally in decreasing fashion (D o, = 1.00, 0, 75 and 0.50
relative to the source at bottom of first column), From the previous section 4.1 when the
uniformly distributed isoflux sources are tested, it has be found that the coldest source of
the system is found to be the lowest temperature of the system at the source at the bottom
of the first column (source 1) while the hottest source is the source at trailing edge (source
9) when the Ra number equals 10 5 and 104 , Also, the maximum dimensionless tempera-






enclosed geometry. Thus, by arranging the different sources along the flow for considered
geometry and boundary conditions, it is possible to get near to a constant local maximum
temperature of the sources (operating temperature).
Figure 4.29 The isotherms contour plot and temperatures profile for Dq,h 1.00, 0.75 and
0,5 relative to the first source and fixed A F of 0.33.
(a) isotherm contour plot of Ra = 10 3 (b) temperature profile of Ra 10 3
(c) isotherm contour plot of Ra = 10 5 and (d) temperature profile of Ra 10 5
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Fig. 4,29 show the normalized contour and temperature profile at x*-z* plane
located at the front surface of the protruded sources for two of the extreme cases of the
range of Ra numbers, 10 3 and 105 , simulated. It shows the previously observed trend. The
horizontal spread is decreasing with the increase in Ra number. But, the degree of increase
shows a complication pattern with sources distribution. The temperature contour plot at
the indicated x*-z* plane for the two cases show the horizontal thermal spread
decreases with the increase in Ra number, Fig. 4,29(c) appears to indicate whole sources
region within contour 0,1(90% drop of maximum system temperature) at the indicated
plane and fig. 4,29 (a) indicate within 0,3 (70% drop of maximum system temperature),
This indicates, the thermal field direct effect among the sources decrease with the increase
in Ra number, In addition, from this distribution simulation it appears that the number of
sources under high flux also plays a major role in the flow and temperature fields. Even
though the source at the middle of the semi-enclosed configuration has the same flux as
the source at the immediate right and top of the source 1, the shape of the isothermal con-
tour and temperature profile indicates the middle source subjected to the primary (thermal
field extended wide and long enough to include the near by sources) and secondary (the
flow) effect.
Fig, 4.30 shows the vector plot of the flow field at x*-z* plane located at Af = 0,1 for
Ra of 10 5 , The longer and darker arrows indicate that the flow field, namely the v* compo-
nent, is significantly affected by the sources upstream. This also supports the reason for
instability observed from the single row and the sources distribution decreasing upward by
the row, It is suggested that the impinging fluid deflection may have been initiated by the
disturbance observed to the flow field. The flow field of this case also shows the upstream
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axial flow component (v*) increase. The flow field and temperature fields appear to show
patterns suggested for the reason of instability, However, this case also introduce another
factor, the number of sources under the high flux conditions, also plays a major part of the
flow instability,
Figure 4.30 Flow vector plot of Ra = 10', A p = 0,33 and Dq,h = 1,00, 0,75 and 0,5 rela-
tive to the source 1 at Af 0, 1
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4.2.5 The Effect of Heat Sources Distribution
Generally, the heat sources distribution plays a significant part in shaping the flow and
temperature fields. The maximum temperature, the maximum temperature location, the
flow stability, the temperature increase pattern found to depend the sources distribution.
1. Natural convection process is a self-controlled process. The flow rate is controlled by
the applied heat sources.Thus, for this semi-enclosed geometry, the number of discrete
sources under high or low heat flux plays a role in shaping the temperature and flow
fields as well as the system instability.
2. The temperature fields pattern showed that the distribution and the degree of tempera-
ture increase or decrease may cause the flow instability. The vertical temperature
decrease (along the flow) appears to create a favorable condition for instability, In
addition, the degree of temperature decrease along the flow (especially vertical) also
appear to be a factor for instability.
3. The sources distributed in decreasing order and the single row of sources simulation
indicate that the flow stability highly affected by the sources decreasing distribution,
However the sources distributed with the increase pattern the simulation found to be
stable the range of Ra number tested, This also assert the temperature decrease along
the flow has significant role in making the system unstable,
4, By arranging the sources in decreasing fashion, constant or nearly a constant tempera-
ture operating condition can be achieved. Constant or close to constant operating con-
dition for non-uniformly distributed sources in the semi-enclosed configuration may
be achieved by diagonal distribution,
4.3 Protrusion Aspect Ratio (Ap ) Effect of Uniformly Distributed Discontinuous
Isoflux Heat Sources
There are many engineering applications where there are protruded heat sources. The tem-
perature and flow fields and the heat transfer processes are affected by the depth of the
protrusion, The protrusion may create condition favorable for separation and circulation
by introducing the regions that turn away from the flow, When the protruded bodies are
mounted between the two walls, the projection depth affects flow not only by creating the
favorable condition for separation but also affects the flow by reducing the passage. When
the protruded heat sources are cooled by natural convection process without the aid of fan
or pump, the effect of the amounted extension plays a major role in heat transfer and flow
process.
, (4,8)
Figure 4.31 The protrusion aspect ratio (Ap )
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In this section, the effect of protrusion depth on the flow and heat transfer processes
are addressed. Temperature and flow fields for different protrusion depth and Ra are pre-
sented. To address the protrusion effect, the protrusion aspect ratio (Ap) is defined as the
ratio of the size of protrusion relative to the distance of the two vertical walls as indicated
in fig. 4.31. With the semi-enclosed configuration and all the boundary conditions kept the
same as in chapter 3, uniformly distributed isoflux heat sources for the range of A p , 0.0 to
0.5, and Ra of 10 3 to 105 is numerically simulated.
Section 4.3.1 presents the flow and heat transfer processes of a flush mounted dis-
crete isoflux heat sources. In this case, the protruded rectangular heat sources region is
replaced by discrete, uniformly distributed, rectangular isoflux heat sources. The simu-
lated flow and temperature fields temperature field with change in Ra number are pre-
sented,
Section 4,3.2 presents the flow and temperature field of various protrusion aspect
ratios (A p). The resulted numerical simulation of range of Ra number, 10 3 to 10 5 , and
range of Ap 0.2 to 0.5 presented. The protrusion effect on the flow path, isothermal
regions and temperature are presented.
Section 43,3 presents the effect of protrusion extension on the heat flux, It shows the
heat flux of the system decreases with the increase in Ap.
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4.3.1 Uniformly Distributed Flush Mounted discrete Isoflux Heat Sources
To address the heat transfer and flow processes due to flush mounted (A p = 0.0) discrete
rectangular isoflux heat sources within the semi-enclosed geometry, the range of Ra num-




Figure 4.32 Dimensionless normalized temperature of Ra = 104 and flush mounted (A p =
0.0) for uniformly distributed discrete isoflux heat sources at x*-z* plane where the
sources are located. (a) temperature contour and (b) temperature profile
From range of Ra number simulated, 103 to 105 , fig 4.32 presents the normalized
dimensionless temperature profile and contour plot of a flush mounted (Ap = 0.0) isoflux
sources of Ra = 104 on x*-z* plan where the discrete sources are located y* = 1 (A f =
0.0). The contour plot shows isothermal region, the area under the same thermal condition,
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growth in area and increase in value vertically and horizontally through the semi-enclosed
configuration, It indicates the increase in temperature as well as the growth of high tem-
perature regions along the flow, The fishnet plot of the temperature profile also indicates
the same trend at the indicated plane. The increase in the steepness of the profile shows the
temperature increases while the change from the slender to wider profile indicates the
increase high temperature regions along the horizontal and vertical directions.
Figure 4.33. Velocity vector plot of Ra = 104 . A p = 0.0 for uniformly 	 mly distributed isoflux




The flow field vector plot at x*-z* plane located near to the discrete rectangular
sources is shown in fig. 4.33. It appears the temperature contour is shaped by the flow path
and vice-versa. As expected, the temperature increases along the flow. The increase in
inflow area with the increase in Ra number at the side opening and there is a development
of inflow region at the top opening at high Ra number. This flow pattern is similar to the
flow observed for uniformed distributed protruded sources. However, the flow vector plot
of the semi-enclosed geometry on x*-z* plane located at A f of 0.1 indicate lower axial
flow component when the sources are flush mounted.
x*
Figure. 4.34 Local velocity vector and temperature contour plot of Ra = 10 4 ,A p = 0.0 for
uniformly distributed isoflux heat sources at source 1, (a) Velocity vector plot at x*-z*
plane near to the sources 1 at y* = 0.78 (or A f = 0.22) (b) the normalized temperature plot
at front surface of the source 1 (y* = 1.0 or Af = 0.0)
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Further investigation of the temperature and flow field at the region near to the
sources show interesting temperature distribution that reflect the flow path. Fig 4.34 show
the close-up view of normalized isothermal region on source I and velocity vector plot at
x*-z* plane near the sourcel. These locations of x*-z* plane for the flow vector plot
selected demonstrate the local flow field near to the source. Since no-slip boundary condi-
tion applied at the surface, the flow field is zero at the sources, Thus, the plane should be
offset from the wall to capture the local flow field and observe the flow path and the shape
of the temperature relation. The previous plots and discussions indicate an increases in
temperature along the flow, Table 4,7 presents the local flow component at five locations
close to the source 1 on the same plane of the flow vector plot, From the velocity plot near
to the source I and the table, it can be seen that the local dominant flow direction is along
x*. The temperature contour plot shape and the increase in high isothermal regions in fig
4.34(b) show the temperature increasing along the local dominant flow direction along x*
with degree of shift upward, The table also appears to indicate the same flow character.
The axial component of the flow (v*) relative comparison, the axial component at the lead-
ing and trailing edge of the source is greater than the middle, This can be a favorable con-
dition for the flow separation but the effect is small as compared with the dominant flow
direction. Thus, the flow separation at the indicated location highly unlikely to happen.
Table 4.7 Absolute local velocity Ratio (ALVR) near to source
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x* 	 x*
(a) 	 (b) 	 (c) 	 (d)
Figure. 4.35 Local velocity vector and temperature contour plot of Ra = 104 and Ap of
0.0 for uniformly distributed isoflux heat sources, (a) Velocity vector plot at x*-z* plane
near to the sources 5 at y* = 0.78 (or A f = 0.22). (b) the normalized temperature plot at
front surface of the source 1 (y* = 1,0 or Af = 0,0), (c) Velocity vector plot at x*-z* plane
near to the sources 9 at y* = 0.78 (or Af = 0.22) and (d) the normalized temperature plot at
front surface of the source 9 (y* = 1,0 or A f = 0.0)
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Fig. 4.35 the local isothermal contour at two sources location. The diagonal direction
selected to show the temperature fields shape along the flow horizontally and vertically.
The center source contour shifted toward the left. However, the degree with which the high
temperature isothermal region is shifted along the x* and y* is different. The high isother-
mal region shift toward the right is found to decrease horizontally while the shift upward
along z* increases. The shift or offset reflects the flow path. Upstream of the location of
source 9, the contour distribution shift is not found to be significant. The flow field was
also found to become dominantly flow upward near to the source 9. Nearly symmetric
contour shape is the direct consequence of the decrease in the longitudinal flow effect
upstream.
The local maximum or the local high temperature isotheiiiial region is found not at
the top edge of the sources but off the edge. Near the first source (fig. 4.34), the dominant
flow direction is along, the x* direction. The shift of the local maximum temperature
region from the top edge is not a surprise since the cold fluid comes into the system
through the side opening. This can cause the cooling of the upper edge of the first source.
The offset of the maximum temperature from the right side is also due to the flow divert-
ing upward. The degree of offset the maximum temperature from the edge is dependent on
the magnitude of the flow component. At center source and upstream (fig. 4.35), the mag-
nitude of the shift from the top edge is found to decrease. From the plots, the three-dimen-
sional flow effect is found to be dependent on the sources location and flow path. In
addition the Ra number which indicates the value of heat flux also plays a major role on
the three-dimensional flow effect on the heat transfer or vise-versa.
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(a)	 (b)	 (c)
Figure. 4.36 Local normalized dimensionless temperature contour plot of uniformly dis-
tributed discrete isoflux source at the middle source (a) Ra = 10 3 , (b) Ra = 104 , and (c)
Ra = 105 ,
The change in Ra number is found to alter the flow field, Eventually this leads to a
development of a cold inflow at the top opening. The change in flow results in change in
heat transfer process. To show the effect of the Ra number on the shape of the contour and
high isothermal in regions, fig, 4.36 show the normalized isothermal contour regions on
the middle source for Ra of 10 3 , 104 and 105 , Figure (a) (low Ra) show approximately
symmetric isothermal distribution about the vert cal center axis of the source while the
high isothermal region is shifted upward. Significant horizontal flow effect can not be
detected from the contour plot. However, the shift at figure (b) and (c) at Ra of 104 and 105
show higher degree of shift horizontally and vertically. It appears at the indicated location
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the increase in Ra number affect increase the three dimensional effect, However, the
source upstream indicate, the horizontal flow effect decrease with the increase in Ra.
Thus, the three-dimensional effect depend on the location.
4.3.2 Uniformly Distributed Isoflux Heat Sources and Ap
The introduction of protruded bodies in the semi-enclosed configuration will affect the
flow process by introducing heated surfaces to the flow field. The introduction of pro-
truded sources will create upward and down facing surfaces as well as the surface parallel
to the gravitational field that play a major role in the heat convection process. In addition,
these protruded bodies affect the flow by introducing the surfaces that oppose the flow,
turn away from the flow and parallel to the flow. Since the flow is affected by these sur-
faces, the thermal condition also affected due to the coupling energy and momentum. The
introduction of protrusion also can create a favorable condition for separation or circula-
tion, At the region of circulation, the heat may transfer by condition, Thus;
1- The protrusion may create a favorable condition for the flow circulation.
2- The surface temperature of the sources subjected to the flow circulation will rise
3- Due to the flow as well as the orientation relative to the gravitation force direc-
tion and the location of the protrusion in the semi-enclosed configuration. For
example, when the downward facing bodies are allowed to cool naturally, the
heat transfers mainly by conduction due to the surface orientation relative to
the gravitational force field. However, in this semi- enclosed configuration, due
to the other sources effect, the horizontal flow is possible on the surface facing
downward.
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4-The introduction of protrusion may create the flow separation or circulation axi-
ally (y*). If the protruded bodies are places in where the flow is flowing
upward, the surface at the trailing edge create a condition for separation. Thus,
the temperature of the surfaces subject to the flow separation or circulation can
increase. However, if the fluid flows diagonally, the flow symmetry is altered.
The flow normal flow component will cause the flow not to separate or circu-
late at the top, The heat energy at the surfaces is carried by the horizontal flow.
Thus, the top surface may not be the hottest spot of the protrusion. Since the
flow direction varies depending on the source location in this semi-enclosed
configuration, the flow between the sources of protruded sources cause the
flow not to separate.
To investigate the protrusion depth effect, the semi-enclosed configuration and all
the boundary conditions are kept the same as in chapter 3 while the heat sources protru-
sion aspect ratio (A p) is varied to 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 for range of Ra number 10 3 to 105 . The
flow and temperature field of the numerical simulation for range At, and Ra number are
presented in this section. Since the protrusion may create the condition favorable for circu-
lation or separation along y*, the axial change of the flow and temperature fields will be
given extra attention,
From the range of Ra number tested, the flow field vector plot for Ra of 10 4 and four
values AR are presented in fig4.37. The plot show the flow at x*-z* plane near to the
sources. It indicates similar flow paths regarding the incoming and outgoing flow. The
length and darkness of the arrow indicate the flow magnitude and direction. Thus, the flow




Figure. 4.37 Vector plot of Ra = 104 for uniformly distributed isoflux heat sources of var-
ious Ap at x*-z* plane near to the front sources, (a) A
p=0,0 at Af=0,2 (b) A p=0.2 at




Figure. 4.38 The axial velocity component (v*) profile of Ra = 10 4 near to the sources
front surface on x*-z* plane for (a) Ap = 0.0, (b), Ap = 0 ,2, (c) Ap = 0.3 and (d) Ap = 0.5.
was expected since the flow is opposed by the protruded bodies. It is to be expected that
the axial component of the flow will be increased by the protrusion. Since entrained flow
come from through the side opening, depending on the location the orientation of the
source relative to the flow path, the axial components age, Fig. 4.38. indicate the axial flow
component at x*-z* plane. The positive and negative profile directions indicate the flow




bottom near to the open side, source 1, show large axial flow at the left and right edge
while the source upstream, source 9, shows large axial flow at bottom and top edge of the
source. The flow profile and flow vector plots indicate, the axial (y*) flow component is
dependent on the flow direction. This is very important since the surface temperature of
the sources depend on the axial flow condition.
contour labels
a = 0. 1, b=0.3, c= 0.5. d=0.7,and e = 0.9
Figure. 4.39 Temperature contour plot of Ra 10 4 at the middle y*-z* plane for
(a) Ap = 0.0, (b), Ap = 0.2, (e) Ap = 0.3 and (d) A p = 0.5.
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Figure. 4.40 Local flow vector and temperature contour plot of Ra = 10 4 , A p = 0.5 for
uniformly distributed isoflux heat sources at middle y*-z* plane of source 9, (a) contour
plot of Ap = 0,5, (b) vector plot of A p = 0.5, (c) contour of Ap = 0.2 and (d) vector plot of
A p = 0 . 2,
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For the range of Ra number and A tested, the temperature field yield pattern similar
to the ones presented in the previous section with variations in value. For all range of pro-
trusions simulated the horizontal thermal spread decreases with the increase in Ra number
while the vertical spread increases. Fig 4.39 show the axial spread or thickness of the iso-
therms at the middle section of the semi-enclosed configuration, The normalized isother-
mal contour plots indicate the relative size of the isothermal region under high
temperature. The plot indicates the isothermal wall effect increases with the increase in
Ap. The other interesting thermal condition is the high temperature region at the top sur-
face appears to grow in size as A p increase. The high isothermal regions growth maybe
caused by the flow rotation at the top where the horizontal flow effect is not significant
enough to prevent the circulation. From the previously presented flow fields and the tem-
perature field, the favorable condition for circulation may be the top surfaces upstream.
The temperature and flow fields of the heat source at the middle of trailing edge,
source 9, shown in the fig. 4.40 a to d, Figure a and b show when Ap is 0.5 and c and d
show when A p is 0.2 respectively. The flow vector plot indicates the fluid flow is predomi-
nantly upward. The longitudinal or sidewise flow is minimal in the region. The top surface
of the flow path causes the fluid at the top of the source to stagnate or circulate. Thus, the
flow will create the condition for the hot-spot to exist at the top. The comparison of the
two values of Ap appear to indicate the value and region of the hot spot increases as A p
increases. Fig 4.41 indicate the temperature contour plot Ra of 10 4 for A values of 0.2,




Figure. 4.41 Local normalized temperature contour plot of Ra = 10 4 at the top surface of
the source located upstream (source 9). (a) A p = 0.2, (b) A p = 0,3 and (c) Ap = 0.5
The dominant flow path indicates the fluid enters into the domain from the side
opening and leaves at the top, However, the local flow has been significantly disturbed or
altered by the size of the protrusion. The flow is also altered with changes in Ra number.
For example, for A p equals 0.5, the solution fail to converge when the Ra equals 10 5 . One
possible explanation of, this numerical instability is the large disturbance or circulation
region introduced by the protrusion grows with the flow and trips the system into turbu-
lence,
4.3.3 Effect of AP
The increase in maximum dimensionless temperature of the system is one of the changes
observed with the change in A p . It increases with the increase in A p . Table 4.8 shows the
maximum dimensionless temperature increase for the range of Ra number and protrusion
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aspect ratio. This was expected since the protrusion extension increase creates favorable
condition for circulation, In addition, it also increases the region under circulation. Thus,
the temperature of the region under circulation increases,
Table 4.8 The maximum dimensionless temperature( Θ max ) of the system for the Ra
number range from 10 3 to 105 .
Ra
Figure 4.42 The average Nusselt number vs. Ra for various A n .
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To show the effect of A on the heat transfer process, the Nusselt number versus Ra
number for different A is plotted in fig, 4.42. For the range of Ra number tested, it
appears that Nusselt number decreases with the increase in A p . This can be due to the pro-
trusion blockage of the flow path and the existence of the surface subjected for separation
or circulation.
The simulation of different values of A appear to show the following:
1. The protrusion has significant effect on the flow and temperature fields and the
heat transfer process, The increase in protrusion depth appears to increase the
favorable condition for circulation. This situation can cause an increase of local
hot spots temperature on the source.
2. The distortion of flow symmetry shows the three-dimensional effect to be signifi-
cant. The flow fields indicate that the flow direction and the source location play a
very important role in forming the circulation. If the fluid flow is dominantly in
one direction, the surfaces turn away from the flow create a favorable condition for
flow circulation, However, if system is designed in such a way that there is a side
flow, the surfaces which could have been under the circulation cooled by the side
flow. Thus, the system with non-symmetric flow path shows the three-dimensional
flow effect is significant.
3. The temperature of the system is found to increase with the increase in Ap.
4. The Nusselt number appears to decrease with the increase in Ap
CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The next chapter will point out the findings of this study in brief,
5.1 Summary
In this study natural convection process associated with three-by-three isoflux heat sources'
matrix has been investigated. The heat sources are mounted on one side of a semi-enclosed
three-dimensional configuration. The results indicate that the strength of the heat sources,
sources distribution and protrusion depth significantly influence the heat transfer process,
The first section of this chapter will focus on the Ra number (source strength) and the
flow effect on semi-enclosed confrguration when the isoflux sources are distributed
uniformly. The later two sections will summarize the effect of unequally distributed isoflux
sources and protrusion depth respectively, Finally, the study will point the finding of this
study that can be used to design systems that are effectively cooled by natural convection,
5.1.1 Summary of Uniformly Distributed Discrete Sources
The numerical simulation of the uniformly distributed, discreet, protruding heat sources
have shown the following:
• Since the fluid flows field is formed by the buoyancy and friction force created by the
protruding discrete sources, the entrained fluid eventually comes mainly through a
portion of the side opening. The active side inflow area is found to increase with the
increase in Ra number.
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• The flow field is found to be three-dimensional due to the semi-enclosed configuration
and boundary conditions.
• The flow field indicates when the Ra number is moderate (approximately Ra of 104 ),
the cold inflow appears to exist at the top.
• It appears the boundary layer like regions exist near to the wall with sources at high Ra
number. This region also comes thinner than the semi-enclosed configuration width
with the increase in Ra number, Thus, the thermal effect of the parallel isothermal wall
decreases with the increase in Ra number. However, since the flow profile is dependent
on the enclosing walls, the parallel isothermal wall indirectly affects the temperature
field,
• The local maximum temperature region is found to depend on the source location and
Ra number. The temperature is found to increase horizontally starting from the open
side into the domain and vertically starting from the bottom upward. The simulation
also indicates as the Ra number increase, the maximum temperature location of the
system is shifted from the middle column and left side to the upstream and top side of
the source,
• The location of the maximum temperature of the source is found to strongly depend on
the flow field, The hottest temperature of the source is found to be the surface that
turns away (upward facing) from the dominant flow direction.
• The distortions of flow symmetry shows the three-dimensional effect to be significant,
From the indicated flow fields and the source locations, the dominate flow direction
plays a major role in forming the circulation. If the fluid flow is predominantly in one
direction, the surfaces turn away from the flow create a favorable condition for flow
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circulation. However, if system is designed in such a way that there is a side flow, the
surfaces that could have been under the circulation are cooled by the side flow, Thus,
the system with non-symmetric flows path show that the three-dimensional flow effect
is significant.
• The flow, temperature and Nusselt number indicate that the open side has a significant
effect in cooling the system, The large average Nusselt number of the system which
predicts the heat transfer process shows the heat convection process can be augmented
by the semi-enclosed configuration.
5.1.2 Summary of Non-Uniformly Distributed Discrete Sources
When unequal sources are distributed in the semi-enclosed configuration, the simulated
flow and temperature freld appear to be complicated. When the middle column and row of
protrusion as the heat sources of the system are simulated, the following about the flow and
temperature field's have been observed:
• The extension of the temperature field due to the middle row of sources indicates the
bottom sources direct thermal effect on the upper region, While the center column of
sources indicate the temperature spread of the sources concentrated near to the column
with sources only. Thus, thermal field direct effect is dependent on the location of the
source respective to the row than the column.
• Since the middle sources are caused by the fluid flow in whole semi-enclosed configu-
rations, the middle sources affect the cooling and heating of other protrusions indi-
rectly by driving the flow through the energy and momentum coupling. Thus, sources
affect each other by heating the fluid and driving the flow.
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Based on the simulation for the unequally distributed sources throughout the semi-
enclosed configurations, the following about the flow and temperature field's stability have
been observed:
• The simulation of non-uniformly distributed sources indicate that the flow stability
highly affected by the decreasing distribution of sources along the buoyancy force.
However, the sources distributed with the increase pattern of the simulation are found
to be stable.
• The number of discrete sources under high or low heat flux appear to play a major role
in shaping the temperature and flow fields as well as the system instability. Natural
convection process is a self-adjusted process, The flow rate is controlled by the applied
heat sources. Thus, for this semi-enclosed geometry, the number of discrete sources
under high or low heat flux plays a role in shaping the temperature and flow fields as
well as the system instability.
• By arranging the sources in decreasing fashion diagonally, the maximum temperature
of the system can be lowered, In addition, it is possible to achieve equal or nearly
equal local maximum temperature for the sources by arranging the sources in decreas-
ing order diagonally.
5.1.3 Summary of Protrusion Aspect Ratios
The simulations of different values of Ap appear to show the following:
• The increases in protrusion depth appear to increase the favorable condition for circu-
lation, This situation can cause the sources' surface temperature to increase and the
region under high temperature (local hot spots temperature) to increase also.
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• The protrusion has significant effect on the flow and temperature fields by introducing
the disturbance and blocking the flow passage. (favorable condition for existence of a
wake at the leading edge and separation at the trailing edge of the protruding sources).
• The increase A causes the increase in axial (v*) flow component. This effect contrib-
utes to the system to becoming unstable,
• The maximum temperature of the system is found to increase with the increase in A p .
And, the Nusselt numbers appear to decrease with the increase in A p .
5.2 Concluding Remarks
1. The mean heat transfer coefficient of the system can be predicted by the correlation
Nu s 1.167.Ra o.1443 for the Ra number range (1(J 2 5_ Ra < 10 5 ) and uniformly dis-
tributed discrete sources.
2. The maximum temperature value and location of the system can be predicted using
table 4.4 Ra number range (10 3 < Ra < 10 5 ) and uniformly 	 mly distributed protruded
arrays of sources.
3. Increasing in A causes the average Nu number to decrease. The mean heat transfer
coefficient of the system can be predicted form fig. 4.42 for Ra number range
(10
3 
5_ Ra 5_ 10 5 ) and Protrusion aspect ratio (A)p range (0.00	 0.50 ).
4. The maximum dimensionless temperature can be predicted using table 4,8 for Ra
number range (10
3 
Ra 5 105 ) and Protrusion aspect ratio (A)p range
(0.00 5.11 13, 0.50),
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5. This study shows the heat transfer by naturally convection can be enhanced by design-
ing system with side openings, The sources nearest to the opening found to be the
coldest sources(columnwise). Thus, design naturally cooled system with side openings
is appear to enhance the cooling process, Thus, to understand such systems three-
dimensional studies are very important.
6. The unequal source's distribution simulation indicates the buoyancy force and the tem-
perature increases along the flow play a major role in the system stability. When the
temperature is increasing in the flow direction, the system is found to be stable. How-
ever, when the temperature does not increase in the flow direction, the systems become
unstable. It appears the source's upward decreasing distribution within the semi-
enclosed system can cause instability.
7. The study also confirm previously reported findings for the discrete sources placed in
an enclosure that the lower row of sources are the coldest sources of the system as
compare to the top row and middle row of sources, In addition, the distortions of flow
symmetry appears to indicate the three-dimensional effect to be significant.
5.3 Recommendation for Further Study
Experimental work and in detail study of the system with non-uniform sources distribution
in the flow direction is recommended to substantiate the instability observed in this study,
APPENDIX A
DIMENSIONLESS TEMPERATURE CONTOUR PLOT OF SOURCES SIDE
Figure AA.1 Local dimensionless temperature contour plot of Ra = 10 4 and fixed
Ap




Figure AA. 2. Local dimensionless temperature contour plot of Ra = 10 4 at all surfaces
of the source located at the middle of semi-enclosed geometry (source 5)
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Figure AA.3. Local dimensionless temperature contour plot of R a = 10 4 at all surfaces
of the source located upstream (source 9)
APPENDIX B
HEAT FLUX DATA
B1. Computed Average Heat Flux Data
Source #
1 2 	 3	 4 	 5 	 6 	 7 	 8 	 9 	 Ave
Ra
100 	 2.697 2.508 2.525 2.349 2,193 2.244 2.573 2,4351 2.504 2.447
1000 	 3,643 3.291 3.022 2.909 2.561 2.422 2.898 2,5634 2.524 2.870
10000 5.312 4,945 4.612 4.632 3.868 3.582 4.447 3,6123 3.332 4.260
100000 7.533 7.109 6.675 7.427 5.982 5.610 6.964 5.8272 5,313 6.493
B2. Computed Heat Flux Data
The compute heat flux at the surfaces of the sources
A33 = 0.0 	 (Flush mounted sources)
Ra = 10 3
Source # 	 F-max 	 F-min F_range F-ave
1 	 12.1633 	 3.487 4 8.6759 	 4.8194
2 	 10.4384 	 3.3026 7.1358 	 4.4525
3 	 9.1960 	 3.1508 6.0452 	 4.1852
4 	 8.8538 	 3.0819 5.7719 	 4.0819
5 	 7.4117 	 2.9726 4.4391 	 3.8352
6 	 6,7996 	 2.9133 	 3,8863 	 3.7181
7 	 8.5099 	 3.0444 5.4655 	 4.0464
8 	 7.3288 	 2.972 4 4.3564 	 3.8415
9 	 7.2520 	 2.9667 4.2853 	 3.8200
Ra = 10 4
Source # 	 F-max 	 F-min F_range F-ave
1 	 23.0633 	 4.4380 18.6253 	6.9452
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2 	 21.0052 	 4.2332 1 6,77 20 6.5722
3 	 18.8937 	 4.0963 1 4 .7974 6.2208
4 	 18.4827 	 4.0686 14.4141 6.1633
5 	 11.8517 	 3.8085 8 .0432 	 5.2981
7 	 16.4572 	 3.9898 12.4674 5.9282
8 	 10.9897 	 3.7488 7 .2409 	 5.2037
9 	 9.7195 	 3,6478 6 .0717 	 4.9614
Ra = i0
Source # 	 F-max 	 F -min 	 F_range F -ave
1 	 37.6062 	 5.5475 	 32 .0587 9.8884
2 	 35.3755 	 5 .463 2 29.9123 9.5976
3 	 33.0681 	 5.4367 27.6314 9.2523
4 	 34.0416 	 5 .5621 28.4795 9.5322
5 	 21.4548 	 5 .295 6 16.1592 8.4181
6 	 23.1234 	 5 .341 6 17.7818 8.1134
7 	 30.7167 	 5 .536 4 25.1803 9. 1550
8 	 23.2070 	 5 .364 1 17.8429 8.1561
9 	 18.9994 	 5.2398 13.7596 7.6297
Ap= 0.2 and Ra = 10 3
Side Source # 	 F-max 	 F-min 	 F_range F-ave
front 	 1 	 7.5696 	 3.1140 	 4.4556 3 . 9058
top 	 1 	 6.3737 	 3.2716 	 3.1021 3 . 9275
bottom 	 1 	 7.5696 	 3.9245 	 3.6451 4 6584
1_side 	 1 	 7.5696 	 3.7620 	 3.8076 4 .5219
R-side 	 1 	 5.3870 	 2.6923 	 2.6947 3 .2518
FA 4.3662 A 1.1000 	 AvF 3.9693
front 	 2 	 6.4922 	 2,9000 	 3.5922 3 . 5487
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R-side 	 6 	 3.5282 	 2.2954 1.2328 2,5861
FA 2.9664 A 1.1000 	 AvF 2.6967
front 	 7 	 4.9746 	 2.6000 2.3746 3.0865
top 	 7 	 3.6796 	 2.5381 1.1415 2.8537
bottom 	 7 	 4.9746 	 3.3567 1.6179 3.8 13 6
1_side 	 7 	 4.8774 	 2,5690 2.3084 3.0381
R-side 	 7 	 4.9746 	 2.7485 2.2261 3.1939
FA 3.4564 A 1.1000 	 AvF 3.1421
front 	 8 	 3.9924 	 2.4569 1.5355 2.8026
top 	 8 	 3.4704 	 2.4039 1.0665 2.6 8 60
bottom 	 8 	 3.9924 	 2.7363 1.2561 3.0880
1_side 	 8 	 3.7817 	 2.3822 1.3995 2.7063
R-side 	 8 	 3.9924 	 2.6201 1.3723 2.9 3 4 0
FA 3.1068 A 1.1000 	 AvF 2.8243
front 	 9 	 3.9225 	 2.4367 1.4858 2.7641
top 	 9 	 3.5039 	 2.3954 1.1085 2,6 7 22
bottom 	 9 	 3.9225 	 2.6551 1.2674 2.9947
1_side 	 9 	 3,5938 	 2.3217 1.2721 2.5 2 30
R-side 	 9 	 3.9225 	 2.6329 1.2896 2.9 3 53
FA 3.0604 A 1.1000 	 AvF 2.7822
Ap= 0.2 and Ra = 10 4
Side Source # F -max 	 F -min F_range F - aye
front 	 1 	 13.4540 	 4.3261 9.1279 5.7584
top 	 1 	 10.9111 	 4.1318 6.7793 5  3 895
bottom 	 1 	 13.4540 	 5.1238 8.33 02 6. S532
1_side 	 1 	 13.4540 	 4.9848 8.4692 6.4891
R-side 	 1 	 8.1619 	 3.3725 4.7894 4.2845
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FA 6.2282 A 1.1000 	 AvF 5,6620
front 	 2 	 12.0197 	 4.0828 7.9369 5.3525
top 	 2 	 9.3239 	 3.7836 5.5403 4.8668
bottom 	 2 	 12.0197 	 4.9535 7.0662 6.2268
1_side 	 2 	 12.0197 	 4.7019 7.3178 6.0126
R-side 	 2 	 7.9593 	 3.3638 4.5955 4.2113
FA 5.8304 A 1.1000 	 AvF 5.3004
front 	 3 	 10.8237 	 3.8552 6.9685 5.0013
top 	 3 	 7.6286 	 3.4335 4.1951 4.3088
bottom 	 3 	 10.8237 	 4.7413 6.0824 5,8885
1_side 	 3 	 10.8237 	 4.4207 6.4030 5.5551
R-side 	 3 	 7.6550 	 3.3269 4.3281 4.1174
FA 5.4549 A 1.1000 	 AvF 4.9590
front 	 4 	 11.0587 	 3.8884 7.1703 5.0227
top 	 4 	 6.1929 	 3.2678 2.9251 3.9211
bottom 	 4 	 11.0587 	 4.9089 6.1498 6.0928
1_side 	 4 	 11.0587 	 4.0181 7,0406 5.2012
R-side 	 4 	 7.9792 	 3.3217 4.6575 4,1744
FA 5.3879 A 1.1000 	 AvF 4.8981
front 	 5 	 7.5203 	 3.5978 3.9225 4.3653
top 	 5 	 5.7348 	 3.0526 2.6822 3.6525
bottom 	 5 	 7.5203 	 3.9305 3.5898 4.7245
l_side 	 5 	 7.5203 	 3.8223 3.6980 4.5888
R-side 	 5	 5.9995 	 3.0985 2.9010 3.6871
FA 4.6755 A 1.1000 	 AvF 4.2505
front 	 6 	 6.6821 	 3.3872 3.2949 4.0436
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top 	 6 	 5.0785 	 2.8773 2.2012 3.3841
bottom 	 6 	 6.6821 	 3.6950 2.9871 4.3983
l_side 	 6 	 6.6821 	 3.5488 3.1333 4.1941
R-side 	 6	 5.6067 	 3.0190 2.5877 3.5575
FA 4.3504 A 1.1000 	 AvF 3.9549
front 	 7 	 9.5295 	 3.7164 5.8131 4.7203
top 	 7 	 5.7423 	 3.1567 2.5856 3.7659
bottom 	 7 	 9.5295 	 4.6396 4.8899 5.7210
l_side 	 7 	 9.5295 	 3.8993 5.6302 4.8992
R-side 	 7 	 8.0275 	 3.5188 4.5087 4.3389
FA 5.1565 A l,1000 	 AvF 4.6877
front 	 8 	 6.5068 	 3.3631 3.1437 3.9866
top 	 8 	 4.6600 	 2.8225 1.8375 3.3066
bottom 	 8 	 6.5068 	 3.6939 2.8129 4.4010
l_side 	 8 	 6.5068 	 3.3839 3.1229 4.0202
R-side 	 8 	 5.7947 	 3.2150 2.5797 3.7374
FA 4.3156 A 1.1000 	 AvF 3.9232
front 	 9 	 5.5996 	 3.1818 2.4178 3.7080
top 	 9 	 4.2336 	 2.6833 1.5503 3.1253
bottom 	 9 	 5.5996 	 3.3458 2.2538 3.9511
l_side 	 9 	 5.5996 	 3.1731 2.4265 3.6975
R-side 	 9 	 5.1754 	 3.1112 2.0642 3.5552
FA 4.0122 A 1.1000 	 AvF 3.6474
Ap= 0.2 and Ra = 10 5
Side Source # 	 F-max 	 F-min F_range F-ave
front 	 1 	 22.9232 	 5.7742 17.1490 8,0995
top 	 1 	 15.8191 	 4.5872 11.2319 6.5031
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bottom 	 1 	 22.9232 	 6.3955 16.5277 8.7776
1 side 	 1	 22.9232 	 6.070 3 	 16.8529 8.6617
R-side 	 1 	 12.1037 	 4.5044 7.5993 5.8498
FA 8.4801 A 1.1000 	 AvF 7.7092
front 	 2 	 20.4157 	 5.5177 14.8980 7,6620
top 	 2 	 13.8902 	 4.3003 9.5899 6.0265
bottom 	 2 	 20.4157 	 6.2793 14.1364 8,5660
l_side 	 2 	 20.4157 	 5,881 3 14.5344 8.1905
R-side 	 2 	 12.8672 	 4.438 1 8.4291 5.8464
FA 8.0976 A 1.1000 	 AvF 7.3615
front 	 3 	 18.4145 	 5.362 8 13.0517 7.2674
top 	 3 	 11.4594 	 3.982 9 7.4765 5.4414
bottom 	 3 	 18.4145 	 6.126 7 12.2878 8.2810
l_side 	 3 	 18.4145 	 5.684 0 12.7305 7.7050
R-side 	 3 	 13.3050 	 4.274 5 9,0305 5.7684
FA 7.7007 A 1.1000 	 AvF 7.0 006
front 	 4 	 21.8634 	 5.9120 15.9514 8.0294
top 	 4 	 11.9448 	 4.149 0 7,7958 5.5555
bottom 	 4 	 21.8634 	 6.306 7 15.5567 8.6856
l_side 	 4 	 21.8634 	 5.684 5 16.1789 8.1285
R-side 	 4 	 12.4490 	 4.525 9 7.9231 5.8971
FA 8.2440 A 1.1000 	 AvF 7.4 945
front	 5 	 14.6888 	 5.143 3 9.5455 6.6682
top 	 5 	 8.9116 	 3.6951 	 5.2165 4.7485
bottom 	 5 	 14.6888 	 5.732 1 8,9567 7.6395
l_side 	 5 	 14.6888 	 5.058 4 9.6304 6.7551
R-side 	 5 	 11.4594 	 4.2356 7.2238 5.5249
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FA 7.0289 A 1.1000 	 AvF 6.3899
front 	 6 	 13.5520 	 4.9910 8.5610 6.3027
top 	 6 	 8.1447 	 3.5279 	 4.6168 4.5028
bottom 	 6 	 13.5520 	 5.1.998 8.3522 6.8190
l_side 	 6 	 13.5520 	 4,9522 8.5998 6.5086
R-side 	 6 	 9.3865 	 4.0516 	 5.3349 5.1664
FA 6.6186 A 1.1000 	 AvF 6.0169
front 	 7 	 17.7451 	 5.3493 12.3958 7.3020
top 	 7 	 10.6328 	 3.9654 6.6674 5.2109
bottom 	 7 	 17.7451 	 6.0328 11.7123 8.1432
l_side 	 7 	 17.7451 	 5.5661 12.1790 7.5468
R-side 	 7 	 13.1220 	 4.6936 8.4284 6.1107
FA 7.7179 A 1.1000 	 AvF 7.0163
front 	 8 	 15.0196 	 5..0318 9,9878 6.5070
top 	 8 	 8.4008 	 3.6122 	 4,7886 4.5894
bottom 	 8 	 15.0196 	 5. 4078 9.6118 7.1903
l_side 	 8 	 15.0196 	 4.9656 10.0540 6.7204
R-side 	 8	 10.1158 	 4.3074 5.8084 5.4389
FA 6.8633 A 1.1000 	 AvF 6.2394
front 	 9 	 11.8721 	 4.7436 7.1285 5.9448
top	 9 	 7.6132 	 3.4349 	 4.1783 4.3227
bottom 	 9	 11,8721 	 4,8102 7.0619 6.2278
1 side 	 9 	 11.8721 	 4.7297 7.1424 6.1291
R-side 	 9 	 8.5827 	 4.1648 	 4.4179 5.1296
FA 6.2792 A 1.1000 	 AvF 5 . 7 084
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 96 %%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
AD= 0.3 and Ra = 102
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Side Source # F-max 	 F-min F_range F-ave
front 	 1 	 4.3065 	 2.4103 1.8962 2.7653
top 	 1 	 3.7217 	 2.2636 1.4581 2.6050
bottom 	 1 	 4.3065 	 2.6367 1.6698 3.0135
l_side 	 1 	 4.3065 	 2.4561 1.8504 2.8584
R-side 	 1 	 3.5527 	 1.9505 1.6022 2.3113
FA 3.7763 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.6974
front 	 2 	 3.6932 	 2.3013 1.3919 2.5907
top 	 2 	 3.4950 	 2.1849 1.3101 2.4965
bottom 	 2 	 3.6932 	 2.2799 1_4133 2.6125
l_side 	 2 	 3.6932 	 2.3293 1.3639 2.6645
R-side 	 2 	 3.0689 	 1.8586 1.2103 2.1684
FA 3.5116 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.5083
front 	 3 	 3.6553 	 2.3044 1.3509 2.5960
top 	 3 	 3.6553 	 2.3465 1.3088 2.6552
bottom 	 3 	 3.5531 	 2.2355 1.3176 2,5493
l_side 	 3 	 3.6553 	 2.3060 1.3493 2.6500
R-side 	 3 	 3.0875 	 1.8758 1.2117 2.1982
FA 3,5331 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.5237
front 	 4 	 3.3468 	 2.2004 1.1464 2.4408
top 	 4 	 2.8344 	 2.0133 0.8211 2.2532
bottom 	 4 	 3.3468 	 2.3746 0.9722 2.6446
l_side 	 4 	 3.3468 	 1.9147 1.4321 2.2378
R-side 	 4 	 3.2852 	 1.8918 1.3934 2.2082
FA 3.2889 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.3492
front 	 5 	 2.8598 	 2.1140 0.7458 2,2987
top 	 5 	 2.7267 	 1.9684 0.7583 2.1928
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bottom 	 5 	 2.8598 	 2.0299 0.8299 2,2705
l_side 	 5 	 2.8598 	 1.8238 1.0360 2.0941
R-side 	 5 	 2.8211 	 1.8079 1.0132 2,0756
FA 3.0697 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.1927
front 	 6 	 2.9211 	 2.1380 0.7831 2.3414
top 	 6 	 2.9211 	 2.1417 0.7794 2.3698
bottom 	 6 	 2.8383 	 2.0162 0.8221 2.2582
l_side 	 6 	 2.9198 	 1.8437 l,0761 2,1305
R-side 	 6 	 2.9211 	 1.8385 l.0826 2.1247
FA 3.1414 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.2439
front 	 7 	 3.9003 	 2.3404 1.5599 2.6399
top 	 7 	 3.4409 	 2.1921 1.2488 2.4914
bottom 	 7 	 3.9003 	 2.5331 1.3672 2.8558
l_side 	 7 	 3.4265 	 1,9227 1.5038 2.2647
R-side 	 7 	 3.9003 	 2.3117 1.5886 2.6692
FA 3.6022 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.5730
front 	 8 	 3.4333 	 2,2574 1.1759 2.5170
top 	 8 	 3.3768 	 2.1553 	 1.2215 2.4487
bottom 	 8 	 3.4333 	 2,2060 1.2273 2.5007
l_side 	 8 	 2.9739 	 1.8384 1.1355 2.1369
R-side 	 8 	 3.4333 	 2.2467 1.1866 2.5570
FA 3,4091 A 1,4000 	 AvF 2.4351
front 	 9 	 3.6573 	 2.2914 1.3659 2.5754
top 	 9 	 3.6573 	 2.3533 1.3040 2.6610
bottom 	 9 	 3.4496 	 2.2051 1.2445 2.5038
l_side 	 9 	 3.0955 	 1,8699 1.2256 2.1898
R-side 	 9 	 3.6573 	 2.2824 1.3749 2.6199
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FA 3,5053 A 1.4000 	 AvF 	 2.5038
Ap= 0.3 and Ra = 10 3
Side Source # 	 F-max 	 F-min F_range F-ave
front 	 1 	 7.3050 	 3.0516 4.2534 3.7863
top 	 1 	 5.9558 	 2.8166 3.1392 3.4667
bottom 	 1 	 7.3050 	 3.4552 3.8498 4.1980
l_side 	 1 	 7.3050 	 3.2070 4.0980 3.9924
R-side 	 1 	 5.0752 	 2.2974 2.7778 2.8660
FA 5.1004 A 1.4000 	 AvF 	 3.6431
front 	 2 	 6.1718 	 2.8361 3.3357 3.4254
top 	 2 	 4.9009 	 2.5245 2.3764 3.0429
bottom 	 2 	 6.1718 	 3.0550 3.1168 3.6988
l_side 	 2 	 6.1718 	 2.9691 3.2027 3.5949
R-side 	 2 	 4.4711 	 2.2060 2.2651 2.6851
FA 4.6080 A 1.4000 	 AvF 	 3.2914
front 	 3 	 5.2254 	 2.6818 2.5436 3,1462
top 	 3 	 4.2254 	 2.3560 1.8694 2.7817
bottom 	 3 	 5.2254 	 2.7705 2.4549 3.3029
l_side 	 3 	 5.2254 	 2.7605 2.4649 3.2718
R-side 	 3	 4.0051 	 2.1261 1.8790 2.5433
FA 4.2303 A 1.4000 	 AvF 	 3.0217
front 	 4 	 5.1600 	 2.6040 2.5560 3.0368
top 	 4 	 3.4275 	 2.2044 1.2231 2.5153
bottom 	 4 	 5.1600 	 3.0380 2.1220 3.5185
1_side 	 4 	 5.1600 	 2.3245 2.8355 2.8725
R-side 	 4 	 4.4468 	 2.1581 2.2887 2.6229
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FA 4.0721 A 1,4000 	 AvF 2.9086
front 	 5 	 3.8632 	 2,4404 1.4228 2.7O 94
top 	 5 	 3.1158 	 2.0557 1.0601 2.3306
bottom 	 5 	 3.8632 	 2.3803 1.4829 2.73 94
l_side 	 5 	 3.8632 	 2,1871 1.6761 2.5720
R-side 	 5 	 3.3837 	 2.0008 1.3829 2.3297
FA 3.5857 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.5612
front 	 6 	 3.4171 	 2.3338 1.0833 2.5 5 85
top 	 6 	 2.9142 	 1.9854 0.9288 2.2 3 83
bottom 	 6 	 3.4171 	 2.2166 1,2005 2.5 3 27
l_side 	 6 	 3.4171 	 2.0736 1.3435 2,39 82
R-side 	 6 	 3.1693 	 1.9535 1.2158 2,2 5 27
FA 3.3902 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.4216
front 	 7 	 4.6194 	 2.5645 2.0549 2,9 8 55
top 	 7 	 3.4704 	 2.2272 1.2432 2.5 530
bottom 	 7 	 4.6194 	 2.9415 l.6779 3.4 0 16
l_side 	 7 	 4.5998 	 2.2187 2.3811 2.7 048
R-side 	 7 	 4.6194 	 2.4183 2.2011 2.8 648
FA 4,0568 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.8977
front 	 8 	 3.6102 	 2.3987 1.2115 2.6 701
top 	 8 	 3.2541 	 2.1087 1.1454 2.3 9 54
bottom 	 8 	 3.6102 	 2.3432 1.2670 2.6 894
l_side 	 8 	 3.4480 	 2.0287 1.4193 2,3 671
R-side 	 8 	 3.6102 	 2.2886 1.3216 2.6 031
FA 3.5888 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.5634
front 	 9 	 3.5462 	 2.3765 1.1697 2.6 300
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top 	 9 	 3.3043 	 2.1029 1.2014 2.3989
bottom 	 9 	 3.5462 	 2.2686 1.2776 2.6020
l_side 	 9 	 3.2590 	 1.9734 1.2856 2.2886
R-side 	 9 	 3.5462 	 2.2967 1.2495 2.6045
FA 3.5330 A 1.4000 	 AvF 2.5236
A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A
Ap= 0.3 and Ra = 10 4
Side Source # 	 F-max 	 F-min F_range F-ave
front 	 1 	 14,3833 	 4.3853 9.9980 5.8007
top 	 1 	 10.5198 	 3.5480 6.9718 4.7907
bottom 	 1 	 14.3833 	 4.5889 9.7944 6.0985
l_side 	 1 	 14.3833 	 4.1475 10.2358 5,7807
R-side 	 1 	 7.9642 	 2.9976 4.9666 3.8977
FA 7.4373 A 1.4000 	 AvF 5.3123
front 	 2 	 12.4171 	 4.1079 8.3092 5.3389
top 	 2 	 8.8115 	 3.2550 5.5565 4.3073
bottom 	 2 	 12.4171 	 4.4032 8.0139 5.7224
l_side 	 2 	 12.4171 	 3.9452 8.4719 5.3451
R-side 	 2 	 7.6719 	 2.9733 4,6986 3.8162
FA 6.9223 A 1.4000 	 AvF 4.9445
front 	 3 	 10.9209 	 3.8580 7.0629 4.9642
top 	 3 	 7.2434 	 2.9669 4.2765 3.8280
bottom 	 3 	 10.9209 	 4.1574 6.7635 5.3295
l_side 	 3 	 10.9209 	 3.7696 7.1513 4.9750
R-side 	 3 	 7.2683 	 2.8968 4.3715 3.6939
FA 6.4564 A 1.4000 	 AvF 4.6117
front 	 4	 11,8496 	 3.9022 7.9474 5.0731
top 	 4 	 6.0968 	 2.8383 	 3.2585 3.5124
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bottom 	 4 	 11.8496 	 4.4077 7.4419 5.6836
l_side 	 4 	 11.8496 	 3.4193 8.4303 4.7521
R-side 	 4 	 7.7221 	 2.9745 4.7476 3.8108
FA 6.4848 A 1.4000 	 AvF 4.6320
front 	 5 	 7.0472 	 3.5753 3.4719 4.2421
top 	 5 	 5.4141 	 2.6216 2.7925 3.2098
bottom 	 5 	 7.0472 	 3.3691 3.6781 4.1467
l_side 	 5 	 7.0472 	 3.2003 3.8469 4.0201
R-side 	 5 	 5,4566 	 2.6986 2.7580 3.2821
FA 5.4152 A 1.4000 	 AvF 	 3.8680
front 	 6 	 6.2611 	 3.3324 2.9287 3.8901
top 	 6 	 4.7507 	 2.4746 2.2761 2.9750
bottom 	 6 	 6.2611 	 3.1361 3.1250 3.8326
l_side 	 6 	 6.2611 	 2.9940 3.2671 3.6866
R-side 	 6 	 5.0687 	 2.6035 2.4652 3.1413
FA 5.0146 A 1.4000 	 AvF 	 3.5818
front 	 7 	 10.1927 	 3.7326 6.4601 4.7613
top 	 7 	 5.6287 	 2.7657 2.8630 3.4025
bottom 	 7 	 10.1927	 4.1200 6.0727 5.2560
l_side 	 7 	 10.1927 	 3.3704 6.8223 4.5299
R-side 	 7 	 7.5972 	 3.1451 4.4521 3.9579
FA 6.2258 A 1.4000 	 AvF 4.4470
front 	 8 	 6.2228 	 3_3196 2.9032 3.8716
top 	 8 	 4.4794 	 2.4707 2.0087 2.9616
bottom 	 8 	 6.2228 	 3.1919 3.0309 3.9035
l_side 	 8 	 6.2228 	 2.9125 3.3103 3.6163
R-side 	 8 	 5.3793 	 2.8242 2.5551 3.3557
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FA 5.0572 A 1.4000 	 AvF 3.6123
front 	 9	 5.2979 	 3.1246 2.1733 3.5653
top 	 9	 4,0281 	 2 .3503 1.6778 2,7906
bottom 	 9 	 5.2979 	 2.8739 2.4240 3.4827
l_side 	 9 	 5.2979 	 2.7286 2.5693 3.3040
R-side 	 9 	 4.7863 	 2.7074 2.0789 3.1664
FA 4.6648 A 1.4000 	 AvF 3.3320
Ap= 0.3 and Ra = 10 5
Side Source # 	 F-max 	 F_range F-ave
front 	 1 	 27.2958 	 5.9907 21,3051 8.5170
top 	 1 	 17.1619 	 4.0109 13.1510 5.9980
bottom 	 1 	 27.2958 	 5.8696 21.4262 8.4778
l_side 	 1 	 27.2958 	 5.1325 22.1633 8.1491
R-side 	 1 	 11.7567 	 4.4058 7,3509 5.5723
FA 10.5463 A 1.4000 	 AvF 7_5331
front 	 2 	 22_8223 	 5.6608 17.1615 7.9233
top 	 2 	 14.7658 	 3.7400 11,0258 5.5258
bottom 	 2 	 22.8223 	 5.7377 17.0846 8.1193
l_side 	 2 	 22.8223 	 5.0203 17.8020 7.6354
R-side 	 2 	 12.0655 	 4.1008 7.9647 5.5132
FA 9.9530 A 1.4000 	 AvF 7 .1093
front 	 3 	 19.5982 	 5.4272 14.1710 7.3845
top 	 3 	 11.9961 	 3.4763 8.5198 5.0012
bottom 	 3 	 19.5982 	 5.4510 14.1472 7.5838
l_side 	 3 	 19.5982 	 4.9159 14,6823 7.1705
R-side 	 3 	 11.8741 	 3-8545 8.0196 5.3770
FA 9.3443 A 1.4000 	 AvF 6.6745
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front 	 4 	 26.7905 	 6.0690 20.7215 8.5975
top 	 4 	 13.9082 	 3.6093 10.2989 5_ 1835
bottom 	 4 	 26.7905 	 5.8074 20.9831 8.5386
l_side 	 4 	 26.7905 	 4.6832 22.1073 7_ 9196
R-side 	 4 	 12.2877 	 4.3368 7.9509 5.5501
FA 10.3980 A 1.4000 	 AvF 7.4271
front 	 5 	 13.8432 	 5.2181 8.6251 6.6142
top 	 5 	 9.5269 	 3.2321 6.2948 4.3726
bottom 	 5 	 13.8432 	 4.8770 8.9662 6.7018
l_side 	 5 	 13.8432 	 4.3412 9.5020 6.2499
R-side 	 5 	 9.8419 	 3.9450 5.8969 5.1042
FA 8.3745 A 1.4000 	 AvF 5.9818
front 	 6 	 13.0002 	 5.0455 7.9547 6.2309
top 	 6 	 8.4149 	 3.0609 5.3540 4.0937
bottom 	 6 	 13.0002 	 4.4071 8.5931 5.9869
l_side 	 6 	 13.0002 	 4.2112 8.7890 5.946 9
R-side 	 6 	 8.7006 	 3.7416 4.9590 4.8075
FA 7.8539 A 1.4000 	 AvF 5.6099
front 	 7 	 22.9914 	 5.5792 17.4122 7.82 09
top 	 7 	 11.4619 	 3.4585 8.0034 4.80 77
bottom 	 7 	 22.9914 	 5.4368 17.5546 7.80 32
l_side 	 7 	 22.9914 	 4.7277 18.2637 7_43 94
R-side 	 7 	 12.0821 	 4.4018 7.6803 5.719 8
FA 9.7499 A 1.4000 	 AvF 6.9642
front 	 8 	 14.4065 	 4.9871 9.4194 6.42 41
top 	 8 	 8.9734 	 3.1054 5.8680 4.1576
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bottom 	 8 	 14.4065 	 4.6468 	 9.7597 6.3588
l_side 	 8 	 14.4065 	 4.2074 	 10.1991 6.1621
R-side 	 8 	 9.4703 	 3.9697 	 5.5006 5.0663
FA 8.1580 A 1.4000 	 AvF 5.8272
front 	 9 	 11.7546 	 4.6492 	 7.1054 5.8400
top 	 9 	 7.9581 	 2.9580 	 5,0001 3.8945
bottom 	 9 	 11.7546 	 4.0953 	 7,6593 5.4828
side 	 9 	 11.7546 	 4.0136 	 7.7410 5.6033
R-side 	 9 	 8.1920 	 3.7899 	 4.4021 4.7694
FA 7.4384 A 1.4000 	 AvF 5,3132
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % % 0 % % % % % % % % % % % % %
Ap= 0.5 and Ra = 10 3
Side Source # 	 F-max 	 F-min 	 F_range F-ave
front 	 1 	 7.3765 	 3.0890 	 4.2875 3.7716
top 	 1 	 5.6328 	 2.3310 	 3.3018 2.1161
bottom 	 1 	 7.3765 	 3,0554 	 4.3211 3.8276
l_side 	 1 	 7.3765 	 2,6754 	 4.7011 3.4817
R-side 	 1 	 5.0370 	 l.9253 	 3.1117 2.5188
FA 6.3719 A 2.0000 	 AvF 3.1860
front 	 2 	 6.1738 	 2.9133 	 3.2605 3.4469
top 	 2 	 4.6712 	 2.0771 	 2.5941 1.8491
bottom 	 2 	 6.1738 	 2.6035 	 3.5703 3.2993
l_side 	 2 	 6.1738 	 2.4859 	 3.6879 3.1457
R-side 	 2 	 4.3910 	 1,8308 	 2.5602 2.3400
FA 5.7534 A 2.0000 	 AvF 2.8767
front 	 3 	 5.1090 	 2.7876 	 2.3214 3.1898
top 	 3 	 4.1635 	 1,9585 	 2.2050 1.7161
bottom 	 3 	 5.1090 	 2.3041 	 2.8049 2.8712
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l_side 	 3 	 5.1090 	 2.3375 2.7715 2.8808
R-side 	 3 	 3.8349 	 1.7531 2.0 818 2.2030
FA 5.2836 A 2.0000 	 AvF 2.6418
front	 4 	 5.4210 	 2.7518 2.6 692 3.1553
top 	 4 	 3.4042 	 1.8354 1.5 688 1.5565
bottom 	 4 	 5.4210 	 2.7050 2.7160 3.2466
l_side 	 4 	 5.4210 	 1.9567 3.4 643 2.5822
R-side 	 4 	 4.5011 	 1.8578 2.6433 2.3739
FA 5.2565 A 2.0000 	 AvF 2.6282
front 	 5 	 3.7384 	 2.5758 1.1 626 2.7726
top 	 5 	 3.0914 	 1.6981 1.3 933 1.4323
bottom 	 5 	 3.7384 	 1.9709 1.7 675 2.3551
l_side 	 5 	 3.7384 	 1.8114 1.9270 2.2426
R-side 	 5 	 3.2105 	 1,6614 1.5 491 2.0291
FA 4.4690 A 2,0000 	 AvF 2.2345
front 	 6 	 3.2491 	 2.4818 0.7 673 2.6207
top 	 6 	 2.9254 	 1.6510 1.2 744 1.3863
bottom 	 6 	 3.2491 	 1.8179 1.4 312 2.1537
l_side 	 6 	 3.2491 	 1.7136 1 .5 355 2 . 0826
R-side 	 6 	 2.9766 	 1.6150 1.3 616 1.9546
FA 4.2138 A 2.0000 	 AvF 2.1069
front	 7 	 4.7053 	 2.7437 1.9 6 16 3.1141
top 	 7 	 3,5840 	 1. 8998 1 .6 842 	 1. 6117
bottom 	 7 	 4.7053 	 2.5696 2 .1 357 3. 0660
l_side 	 7 	 4.7053 	 1.8963 2.8 090 2.4491
R-side 	 7 	 4.5530 	 2.0947 2.4583 2.5822
FA 5.2421 A 2.0000 	 AvF 2.6211
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front 	 8 	 3.4597 	 2.5765 0.8832 2.7716
top 	 8 	 3.3776 	 1.7790 1.5986 1.5107
bottom 	 8 	 3.4597 	 1.9645 1.4952 2.3340
l_side 	 8 	 3.3589 	 1.6882 1.6707 2.0803
R-side 	 8 	 3.4597 	 1.9597 1.5000 2.3161
FA 4.5451 A 2.0000 	 AvF 2.2726
front 	 9 	 3.4795 	 2.5480 0.9315 2.7328
top 	 9 	 3.4795 	 1.7968 1.6827 1.5375
bottom 	 9 	 3.3995 	 1.8945 1.5050 2.2492
l_side 	 9 	 3.1443 	 1.6355 1.5088 2.0025
R-side 	 9 	 3.4795 	 1.9607 1.5188 2.3210
FA 4.4748 A 2.0000 	 AvF 2.2374
AP= 0,5 and Ra = 10 4
Side Source # 	 F-max 	 F-min F_range F-ave
front 	 1 	 17.5580 	 4.5306 13.0274 6.1094
top 	 1 	 11.1717 	 3.0157 8.1560 3.1299
bottom 	 1 	 17.5580 	 4.3210 13.2370 6.0444
l_side 	 1 	 17.5580 	 3.5419 14.0161 5.4170
R-side 	 1 	 8.2045 	 2.7076 5.4969 3.5405
FA 9.8269 A 2.0000 	 AvF 4.9135
front 	 2 	 13.9126 	 4.1901 9.7225 5.4955
top 	 2 	 8.9976 	 2.7223 6.2753 2.7464
bottom 	 2 	 13.9126 	 4.1308 9.7818 5.5561
l_side 	 2 	 13.9126 	 3.3928 10.5198 4.9238
R-side 	 2 	 7.8539 	 2.6232 5.2307 3.4851
FA 9.0278 	 A 2.0000 	 AvF 4.5139
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front 	 3 	 11.6595 	 3.9163 7.7432 5.0481
top 	 3 	 7.4497 	 2.4733 4.9764 2.4395
bottom 	 3 	 11.6595 	 3.7235 7.9360 4.9736
1 side 	 3 	 11.6595 	 3.2828 8.3767 4.5719
R-side 	 3 	 7.1928 	 2.5078 4.6850 3.3338
FA 8.3301 A 2.0000 	 AvF 4.1651
front 	 4 	 13.5628 	 3.8158 9.7470 5.0943
top 	 4 	 6.5521 	 2.3839 4.1682 2.2810
bottom 	 4 	 13.5628 	 4.1982 9.3646 5.7502
l_side 	 4 	 13.5628 	 2,9185 10.6443 4.5308
R-side 	 4 	 8.0089	 2.6830 5.3259 3.4818
FA 8.5612 A 2.0000 	 AvF 4.2806
front 	 5 	 7.3004 	 3,6502 3.6502 4.3143
top 	 5 	 5.4790 	 2.1677 3.3113 2.0145
bottom 	 5 	 7.3004 	 2.9070 4.3934 3.7206
1_side 	 5 	 7.3004 	 2.6808 4.6196 3.6501
R-side 	 5 	 5.0464	 2.3555 2.6909 2.9285
FA 6.8802 A 2.0000	 AvF 3.4401
front 	 6 	 6.2011 	 3.3741 2.8270 3.8632
top 	 6 	 4.8033 	 2.0437 2.7596 1.8665
bottom 	 6 	 6.2011	 2.6165 3.5846 3.3197
l_side 	 6 	 6.2011	 2.5147 3.6864 3.3249
R-side 	 6 	 4.4423 	 2.2347 2.2076 2.7471
FA 6.2641 A 2.0000 	 AvF 3.1321
front 	 7 	 13.5193 	 3.8242 9.6951 5.0504
top 	 7 	 5_7394 	 2.3824 3.3570 2.1913
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bottom 	 7 	 13.5193 	 3.9178 9.6015 5.3390
l_side 	 7 	 13.5193 	 2.9812 10.5381 4.5544
R-side 	 7 	 7.8239 	 2.8771 4.9468 3.7056
FA 8.5377 A 2.0000 	 AvF 4.2689
front 	 8 	 6.0547 	 3,3556 2.6991 3.8493
top 	 8 	 4.6637 	 2,1101 2.5536 1.8838
bottom 	 8 	 6.0547 	 2.7446 3.3101 3.4387
l_side 	 8 	 6.0547 	 2.5105 3.5442 3.3188
R-side 	 8 	 5.0398 	 2.4962 2.5436 3.0316
FA 6.4305 A 2.0000 	 AvF 3.2153
front 	 9 	 5.1984 	 3.1309 2.0675 3.4989
top 	 9 	 4.1029 	 2.0068 2.0961 1.7679
bottom 	 9 	 5.1984 	 2.4430 2.7554 3.0430
l_side 	 9 	 5.1984 	 2.3432 2.8552 3.0051
R-side 	 9 	 4.4225 	 2.3546 2.0679 2.8195
FA 5.8644 A 2.0000 	 AvF 2.9322
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
APPENDIX C
TEMPERATURE AND INLET FLOW PROFILE OF SINGLE ROW AND SIN-
GLE COLUMN OF ISOFLUX SOURCES
Figure AC.1 Inlet flow profile of Ra = 10 3 , Ap = 0,33 on the sources front surface at x*-z*
plane (a) D q = 0.00, 1.0, 0.0 relative to the middle row and (b) A q = 0,0, 1.00and 0,0 rel-
ative to the middle column.
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Figure AD.1 The normalized temperature field for Ra = 10 4 at the middle of y*-z* plane




The following batch file is used to crate the semi-enclose configuration and boundary con-
ditions
note: "I" indicate the comment statements
"$" variable
and to condense the batch file ";" is used to indicate the next line
For example:




3-D Flow of Semi-enclosed configuration Ra = le+2
FI-GEN(ELEM = 1, POIN = 1, CURV = 1, SURF = 1, NODE = 0, MEDG = 1, MLOO =
1,
MFAC = 1, BEDG = 1, SPAV = 1, MSHE = 1, MSOL = 1)
WINDOW(CHAN = 1, MATR)
-0,57, -0.36, 0.74, 	 0
0.82, -0.25, 0.51,	 0
0, 0.9, 0.44,	 0
0,	 0,	 0,	 1
-5, 10, -3,0. 5,0, -10.0, 12.0
/ The following assigns values for the width, length and clearance of the sources that used
to
/ define the semi-enclose configuration
/ CLW - clearance of parallel walls THBL - Depth of protrusion
HGB - Height of the sources	 HGCLB - The vertical clearance between the sources
/ WDBL - Width of the sources	 WDBL- Longitudinal clearance of sources
$CLW = 1.000; $THBL = 0.300
$WDBL=0.500; $WDCBL=1.000
$HGCLB = 1.000; $HGBL= 1.000
/ Define the coordinate values


















Defining the point of the semi-enclosed configuration
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y1, Z= $Z1)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y 1, Z = $Z3)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = SY1, Z = $Z5)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y $Y I, Z = $Z7)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y1, Z = $Z9)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y1, Z= $Z11)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y $Y I , Z = $Z13)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y1, Z = $Z15)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y3, Z = $Z1)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y3, Z = $Z3)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y3, Z = $Z5)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y3, Z = $Z7)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y $Y3, Z = $Z9)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y3, Z = $Z11)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y3, Z = $Z13)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y3, Z = $Z15)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y5, Z = $Z1)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y5, Z = $Z3)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y5, Z = $Z5)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y5, Z = $Z7)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y5, Z = $Z9)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $YS, Z = $Z11)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $YS, Z = $Z13)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X1, Y = $Y5, Z = $Z15)
/
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X3, Y = $Y1, Z = $Z1)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X5, Y = $Y1, Z = $Z I )
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X7, Y = $Y1. Z = $Z1)
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POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X9, Y = $Y1, Z = $Z1)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X11,Y = $Y1, Z= $Z1)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X13,Y = $Y1, Z= $Z1)
POINT(ADD, COOR, X = $X15,Y = $Y1, Z= $Z1)
I
/ Crating the constructing lines of the semi-enclosed configuration
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
1; 2
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
2; 3
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
3; 4
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
4; 5
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
5; 6
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
6; 7
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
7; 8
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID , WIND = 1)
9; 10
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
10; 11
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
11; 12
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
12; 13
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
13; 14
CURVE(ADD, LINE)




POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
15; 16
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
17; 18
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
18; 19
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
19; 20
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
20; 21
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
21; 22
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1); 22; 23; CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1); 23 24;CURVE(ADD, LINE)
//////
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
9; 1
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
10; 2
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
11;3
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
12;4
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
13;5
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
14; 6
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
15;7
CURVE(ADD, LINE)




POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
17;9
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
18;10
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
19;11
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
20;12
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
21;13
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
22;14
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
23;15
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
24;16
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
1;25
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
25;26
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
26:27
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
27:28
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
28;29
CURVE(ADD, LINE)




POINT(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
30;31
CURVE(ADD, LINE)
MEDGE(SETD, INTE = 6)





MEDGE(ADD, INTE = 6)
MEDGE(SETD, INTE = 6)




MEDGE(ADD, INTE = 6)
MEDGE(SETD, INTE = 6)
CURVE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
22;23;24;25;26;27;28;29
MEDGE(ADD, INTE = 6)
MEDGE(SETD, INTE = 4)
CURVE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
30;31
32;33; 34;35;36; 37
MEDGE(ADD, INTE = 4)
MEDGE(SETD, INTE = 4)
CURVE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
38
MEDGE(ADD, INTE = 4)
MEDGE(SETD, INTE = 4)
CURVE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
39
MEDGE(ADD, INTE = 4)
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MEDGE(SETD, INTE = 4)
CURVE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
40
MEDGE(ADD, INTE = 4)
MEDGE(SETD, INTE = 4 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
41
MEDGE( ADD, INTE = 4 )
MEDGE( SETD, INTE = 4 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
42
MEDGE( ADD, INTE = 4 )
MEDGE( SETD, INTE = 4 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
43
MEDGE( ADD, INTE = 4 )
MEDGE( SETD, INTE = 4 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
44
MEDGE( ADD, INTE = 4 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
23;8;22; 1
MFACE( WIRE, EDG1 = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
24; 9;23;2
MFACE( WIRE, EDG1 = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
25;10;24;3
MFACE( WIRE, EDG I = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
26;11;25;4
MFACE( WIRE, EDG1 = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
27; 12;26;5
MFACE( WIRE, EDG1 = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
28;13:27;6
MFACE( WIRE, EDG I = 1, EDG2 =1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1 )
CURVE( SELE, ID , WIND = 1 )
29;14;28; 7
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MFACE( WIRE, EDGI = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1)
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
31;15;30;8
MFACE( WIRE, EDGI = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1)
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
32 ;16;31;9
MFACE( WIRE, EDGI = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1)
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
33;17;32;10
MFACE( WIRE, EDG1 = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1 )
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
34;18;33;11
MFACE( WIRE, EDG1 = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1)
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = )
35 ;19;34;12
MFACE( WIRE, EDG1 = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1)
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
36;20;35;13
MFACE( WIRE, EDG1 = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1)
CURVE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
37;21;36;14
MFACE(WIRE, EDG1 = 1, EDG2 = 1, EDG3 = 1, EDG4 = 1)
/ Next using the curves and projection, the computational domain will be created
MFACE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
1
CURVE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
38
MS OLID(PROJ)
MFACE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
8
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = I )
50
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
2
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
49
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
9
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
61
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
3
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CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
60
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELF, ID, WIND = 1 )
10
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
69
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
4
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
68
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
11
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
77
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELF, ID, WIND = 1 )
5
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
76
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
12
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
85
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
6
CURVE( SELF, ID, WIND = 1 )
84
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
13
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
93
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
7
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
92
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
14





MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
15
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
39
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
20
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
110
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
24
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
109
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
31
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
120
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
35
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
126
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
38
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
125
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
45
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
135
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
49
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
141
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
52




MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
59
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
150
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
63
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
151
MSOLID( PROD )
/*************************** Third column of protrusions
MFACE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
66
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
40
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
71
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
167
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
75
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
166
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
117
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
118
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
79
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
177
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
83
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
187
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
87




MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND 1 )
133
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
133
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
91
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
194
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
95
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
204
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
99
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
203
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
148
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
148
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
103
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
211
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
107




MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
111
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
41
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
116




MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
120
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
229
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
128
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
240
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
132
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
246
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
135
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
245
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
143
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
255
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
147
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
261
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
150
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
260
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
158
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
270
MSOLTD( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE. ID, WIND = 1 )
162





I************************************** Second column of protrusions
MFACE(SELE, ID, WIND = 1)
165
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
42
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = I )
170
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
287
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
174
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
286
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
216
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
238
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
178
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
297
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
182
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
307
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
186
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = I )
306
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
232
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
253
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
190
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
314
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
194
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
324
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
198
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
323
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
247
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
268
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
202
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
331
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
206




MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
210
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
43
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
215
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
350
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
219
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
349
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
227





MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
231
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
366
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
234
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
365
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
242
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
375
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
246
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
381
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
249
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
380
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
257
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
390
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
261
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
396
MSOLID( PROD)
/************************************** First column of protrusions
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
264
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
44
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
269
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
407
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
273
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
406
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
315
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
358
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
277
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
417
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
281
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
427
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
285
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
426
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
331
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
373
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
289
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
434
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
293
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
444
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
297




MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
346
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
388
MSOLID( PROJ )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
301
CURVE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
451
MSOLID( PROD )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
305




MSOLID( SELE, ALL )
ELEMENT( SETD, BRIC, NODE = 8 )
MSOLID( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "fluid" )
ELEMENT( SELE, ALL )
ELEMENT( MODI, INVI )






MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "side-wall" )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
1; 2;3;4;5;6;7; 8
9;10;11;12;13;14
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI "back-wall" )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
18;23;69;74;114;119
168;173;213;218;267;272;312;317;119
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "floor" )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
110;56;96;157;101
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "block9" )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
98;42;84;142;89
168
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI "block8" )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
86;28;72;127;77
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI "block7" )
/********* row 1
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
209;155;195;256;200
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "block6" )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = I )
197;140;183;241; 188
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "block5" )
/
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = I )
185;125;171;226;176
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "block4" )
/********* row 2
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
308;355;294;254; 299
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "block3" )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = I )
296;239;282;340; 287
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "block2" )
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
284;224; 270;325;275
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "block1" )
/********* row 3





IvIFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "heat-g-wall" )
/
MFACE( SELE, ID, WIND = 1 )
309;314;318;323;326;330;333;338;
341;345;348;353;356;360
MFACE( MESH, MAP, ENTI = "in-let" )










































ENTITY (PLOT,NAME=" fi oor")
1 70
ENTITY(PLOT,NAME="heat-g-wall")
ENTITY(PLOT,NAME =" block I" )
ENTITY(PLOT,NAME =" block2" )
ENTITY(PLOT,NAME =" block3" )
ENTITY(PLOT,NAME =" block4" )
ENTITY(PLOT,NAME =" block5" )
ENTITY(PLOT,NAME =" block6" )
ENTITY(PLOT,NAME =" block7" )
ENTITY(PLOT,NAME =" block8" )










































PROGRAM WRITTEN IN MATHLAR THAT USED TO CALCULATE THE
AVERAGE HEAT FLUX
% start with a clean slate
cif
% read the data file
load rbh3r4,dat; % the general data file name
xvalue = 4,00 % smaller value for x
yvalue = 0.70 % smaller value for y
zvalue = 1,00 % smaller value for z
yvalueup yvalue + 0,30000
yvaluelw yvalue
fid2 fopen('a.dat','w') % open output file
for block =1;9
xvalueup xvalue + 0,5000
xvaluelw 	 xvaiue
zvalueup 	 zvalue + 1.000
zvaluelw	 zvalue
front surface at yvaluelw
nf = 0;
fid fopen('front_surfacexz.dat','w+') % open the output file
for I:41:13117
ycomp = rbh3r4(l,3);
if abs(ycomp-yvaluelw) < 0,0000001	 % fixed value
xcomp rit3r4(2);
if xcomp 	 xvaluelw 	 % lower limit
if xcomp <4 xvalueup 	 % upper limit
zcomp rbh3r4(i,4);
if zcomp >= zvaluelw 	 % lower limit






dd [ xcomp; zcomp; fcomp];
	






end; % for fixed value
end; % end for i
status = fclose(fid);
% "**** top surface zvalueup
at = 0;
fid fopenCtop__surfacexy.dat','w+') % open the output file
for i=1:13177
zcomp = rbh3r4(i,4);
if abs(zcomp-z-valueup) < 0.0001	 % fixed value
xcornp = rbh3r4(l,2);
	
if xcomp >= xvaluelw	 % lower limit
if xcomp	 xvalueup 	 % upper limit
ycomp rbh3r4(1,3);
if ycomp >= yvaluelw	 % lower limit





dd = [ xcomp; ycomp; comp];






end; % for fixed
end; °k end for i
status = fclose(fid);
% ****** bottom surface zvalueup
nb 0;




if abs(zcomp-zvaluelw) < 0.0001	 % fixed value
xcomp rbh3r4(i,2);
	
if xcomp >= xvaluelw	 % lower limit
	
if xcomp <= xvalueup	 % upper limit
ycomp = rbh3r4(i,3);
if ycomp	 yvaluelw	 % lower limit





dd [ xcomp; ycomp; fcomp];
	






end; % for fixed value
end; % end for i
status = fclose(fid);
%.
% "*"* i-side surface xvalueup
rd = 0;
fid = fopenClside_surfaceyz.dat','w+') % open the output file
for i=1:13177
xcomp	 rbh3r4(i,2);
if abs(xcomp-xvalueup) < 0.0001 	 % fixed value
zcomp rbh3r(i,4);
	
if zcomp >z, zvaluelw 	 % lower limit
if zcomp	 % upper limit
ycomp	 rbh3r4(i,3);
	
if ycomp >= yvaluelw 	 % lower limit





dd = [ ycomp; zcomp; fcomp];
	







end; % for fixed value
end; % end for i
status = fclose(fid);
% ****** r-side surface xvalueup
nr = 0;
fid = fopenCrside_surfaceyz,dat",'w+') % open the output file
for i=1:13177
xcomp = rbh3r4(i,2);
if abs(xcomp-x.valuelw) < 0,0001	 % fixed value
zcomp = rbh3r4(i,4);
	
if zcomp >= zvaluelw	 % lower limit
	
if zcomp <= zvalueup 	 % upper limit
ycomp rbh3r4(i,3);
if ycomp >= yvaluelw	 % lower limit





rid = [ ycornp; zcomp; fcomp];
	






end; % for fixed value
end; (Yp end for i
status	 fclose(fid);
	  the end of the general file
% sorting with x for front surface
load front surfacexz,dat





% sortting with x
fid = fopen('xsorted_front,dat','w+') % open file
[xcomp2,I] = sort(xcomp2);
for i= 1 :nf;
dd2 = [xcomp2(i); zcomp2(I(i)); tcomp2(I(i))];
fprintf(fid,'%6,4f %6,4f %6.4f \n',dd2 );
end
% the end of print out
status = fclose(fid);
% ---- end of sorting with x 	
% sorting with x for top surface
load top_surfacexy.dat




% sortting with x
fid = fopen(xsorted_top.dat','w+') % open file
[xcomp2,I] = sort(xcomp2);
for i= 1 :nt;
dd2 = [xcomp2(i); zcomp2(I(i)); tcomp2(I(i))];
fprintf(fid,'%6,4f %6.4f %6,4f \n',dd2 );
end
% the end of print out
status = fclose(fid);
% ---- end of sorting with x 	
% sorting with x for bottom surface
load bottom_surfacexy.dat




% sortting with x
fid = fopen(xsorted_bottom.dat',V1-') % open file
[xcomp2,I] = sort(xcomp2);
for i=1:nb;
dd2 = [xcomp2(i); zcomp2(I(i)); tcomp2(I(i))];
fprintf(fid,'%6,4f %6.4f %6.4f \n',dd2 );
end
% the end of print out
177
status = fclose(fid)]
% ---- end of sorting with x
% sorting with y for left side
load lside_surfaceyz.dat
% open a binary file
ycomp2 = lside_surfaceyz(:, 1)]
zcomp2 = lside_surfaceyz(:,2);
tcomp2 = lside_surfaceyz(:,3);
% sortting with y
fid = fopen('ysorted_lside.dat','w+') % open file
[ycomp2,I] = sort(ycomp2)]
for i=1:nl;
dd2 = [ycomp2(i); zcomp2(I(i))] tcomp2(I(i))];
fprintf(fid,'%6.4f %6.4f .706.4f \n',dd2 );
end
To the end of print out
status = fclose(fid)]
% ---- end of sorting with x 	
% sorting with y with right side
load rside_surfaceyz.dat




% sortting with x
fid fopen('ysorted_rside.dae,'w+') % open file
[ycomp2,I] = sort(ycomp2);
for i=1:nr;
dd2 = [ycomp2(i); zcomp2(I(i))] tcomp2(I(i)))]
fprintf(fid,'%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f \n',dd2 )]
end
% the end of print out
status = fclose(fid)]
% ---- end of sorting wit x 	
% ********** END ***************
% sorting with z for front surface
load xsorted_front.dat





% sortting with z
fid = fopen('xzsorted_front,dat','w+') % open file
k = 1]
% serching with patern 1-7,8-14,15-21,22-28,29-35 (5X7)
while k < (nf-1)
70
for p = k:(k+5)]
for i=(p+1):(k+6);







end % end if
end; % end for i
end] % end for p
k = k +7]
end; % end while
for t = 1:nf]
dd3 = [xcomp3(t); zcomp3(t); tcomp3(t)]]
fprintf(fid,'%6,4f %6,4f %6.4f\n',dd3 )]
end;
% the end of print out
status = fclose(fid)]
	  caculate the average temperature --
%
load xzsortedfront,dat
xp = xzsorted_front (:,1);
zp = xzsorted_front (:,2)]
tp = xzsorted_front (:,3);
ii = 0,1250
kk = 0,166667




while i < nf-6
for j = 2:7;
SUM = SUM+(0.25*(tp(i-7+j-1)+tp(i-7+j)+tp(i+j-1)+tp(i+j)))
end; To end for j
i = i +7;





% *********** end of front surface ************
%
To sorting with y for top surface
load xsorted_top.dat




% sortting with z
fid = fopen('xysorted_top.dat','w+') % open file
k = 1;
% serching with patern 1-5,6-10,11-15,16-20,21-25 (5X5)
while k < (nt-1)
%
for p = k:(k+5);
for i=(p+1):(k+4)]







end % end if
end; % end for i
end; % end for p
k=k+5;
end; % end while
for t = 1:nt]
dd3 = [xcomp3(t); ycomp3(t)] tcomp3(t)];
fprintf(fid,'%6.4f %6,4f %6,4f\n',dd3 );
end]
180
% the end of print out
status = fclose(fid)]
	  caculate the average temperature 	
load xysorted_top.dat
xp = xysorted_top (:,1);
zp = xysorted_top (:,2)]
tp = xysorted_top (:,3)]
ii = 0,1250
jj = 0,0750
xi = xvaluelw] yj = yvaluelw]
SUM = 0.0;
i = 5
while i < nt-4
for j = 2:5;
SUM = SUM+(0,25*(tp(i-5+j-1)+tp(i-5+j)+tp(i+j-1)+tp(i+j)))
end; % end for j
i = i +5;





% *********** end of top surface ************
% sorting with y for bottom surface
load xsorted_bottom,dat




% sortting with z
fid = fopen(xysorted_bottom,dat','w+') % open file
k = 1;
% serching with patern 1-5,6-10,11-15,16-20,21-25 (5X5)
while k < (nb-1)
181
c70
for p = k:(k+5);
for i=(p+1):(k+4);







end % end if
end; % end for i
end; % end for p
k = k +5]
end; % end while
for t = 1:nt;
dd3 = [xcomp3(t); ycomp3(t); tcomp3(t)];
fprintf(fid,'%6.4f %6,4f %6.4f\n',dd3 );
end]
% the end of print out
status = fclose(fid);
	 caculate the average temperature 	
load xysorted_bottom.dat
xp = xysorted_bottom (:,1)]
zp = xysorted_bottom (:,2);
tp = xysorted_bottom (:,3);
ii = 0.1250
jj = 0.0750
xi = xvaluelw] yj = yvaluelw;
SUM = 0,0;
i = 5
while i < nb-4
for j = 2:5;
SUM = SUM+(0,25*(tp(i-5+j-1)+tp(i-5+j)+tp(i+j-1)+tp(i+j)))
end; % end for j
i = i +5;






% *********** end of bottom surface ************
% sorting with y for left surface
load ysorted_lside.dat




% sortting with z
fid = fopen('yzsorted_lside.dat','w+') % open file
k = 1;
% serching with patern 1-7,8-14,15-21,22-28,29-35 (7X5)
while k < (n1-1)
for p = k:(k+7)]
for i=(p+1):(k+6)]







end % end if
end; % end for i
end] % end for p
k=k +7]
end] % end while
for t = 1:n1;
dd3 = [ycomp3(t)] zcomp3(t); tcomp3(t)]]
fprintf(fid,'%6.4f %6.4f %6.4f\n',dd3 )]
end]
% the end of print out
status = fclose(fid);
	 caculate the average temperature 	
load yzsorted_lside.dat
670
xp = yzsorted_lside (:,1)]
zp = yzsorted_lside (:,2)]
183





yi = yvaluelw; zj = zvaluelw;
SUM = 0,0;
i = 7
while i < n1-6
for j = 2:7;
SUM = SUM+(0.25*(tp(i-7+j-1)+tp(i-7+j)+tp(i+j-1)+tp(i+j)))
end] % end for j
i = i +7;





% *********** end of left surface ************
% sorting with y for right surface
load ysorted_rside,dat




% sortting with z
fid = fopen('yzsorted_rside,dat','w+') % open file
k = 1]
% serching with patern 1-7,8-14,15-21,22-28,29-35 (7X5)
while k < (nr-1)
for p = k:(k+7);
for i=(p+1):(k+6);









end % end if
end] % end for i
end; % end for p
k = k +7]
end; % end while
for t = 1:nr]
dd3 = [ycomp3(t); zcomp3(t); tcomp3(t)];
fprintf(fid,'%6,4f %6,4f 6706.4f\n',dd3 );
end]
To the end of print out
status = fclose(fid);
c7o
	caculate the average temperature 	
load yzsorted_rside,dat
xp = yzsorted_rside (:,1)]
zp = yzsorted_rside (:,2);
tp = yzsorted_rside (:,3)]
jj = 0,0750
kk = 0,166667
yi = yvaluelw] zj = zvaluelw]
SUM = 0,0;
i = 7
while i < nr-6
for j = 2:7]
SUM = SUM+(0.25*(tp(i-7+j-1)+tp(i-7+j)+tp(i+j-1)+tp(i+j)))
end; % end for j
i=i+7;








AvsourceT = AvTA / TotalA
% *********** end of right surface ************
% fid2 = fopen('a,dat','w') % open file
dd3 = [ xvaluelw; yvaluelw; zvaluelw];
fprintf(fid2,' source at %6.4f %6,4f %6.4f\n\n',dd3 )
fprintf(fid2,' 	 Total Area Average\n\n',dd3 )
dd3 = [SUMf] Areaf] Avtmpf];
fprintf(fid2,'front 	 %6.4f %6,4f %6.4f\n',dd3 )
dd3 = [SUMt] Areat] Avtmpt]]
fprintf(fid2,'top	 %6,4f %6,4f (%6,4f\n',dd3 )
TO
dd3 = [SUMb; Areab] Avtmpb]]
fprintf(fid2,'bottom	 %6.4f %6,4f %6,4f\n',dd3 )
dd3 = [SUM1] Areal] Avtmpl];
fprintf(fid2,'left side %6,4f %6.4f %6.4f\n',dd3 )
dd3 = [SUMr] Arear] Avtmpr]]
fprintf(fid2,'right side %6,4f %6,4f %6.4f\n\n',dd3 )
dd3 = [AvTA; TotalA; AvsourceT];
fprintf(fid2,' FA %6.4f A %6,4f AvF %6.4f\n',dd3 )
fprintf(fid2,' 	 \n\n',dd3 )
if block == 1
zvalue = 3,00 % smaller value for z
elseif block == 2
zvalue = 5,00 % smaller value for z
elseif block == 3
xvalue = 2.50 % smaller value for x
zvalue = 1,00 % smaller value for z
elseif block == 4
zvalue = 3,00 % smaller value for z
elseif block == 5
zvalue = 5.00 % smaller value for z
elseif block == 6
xvalue = 1.00 % smaller value for x
zvalue = 1,00 % smaller value for z
elseif block == 7
zvalue = 3.00 % smaller value for z
elseif block == 8
zvalue = 5,00 % smaller value for z
end; % end of if else
(70
end; % end of block loop
186
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